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PROCEEDINGS

TENTH SESSION.

The Society assembled at Corinthian Hall, Rochester,

N. y., on the 13th of September, according to previous

notice, as published in the official Circular. Suitable

arrangements for the entertainment of the Society and the

exhibition of Fruits had been provided by the Fruit Growers'

Society of Western Kew York. At 12 o'clock, M., the

Secretary, James Vick, called the Convention to order, and

read the following lettsr from the venerable President of

the Society, the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, of Massachu-

setts :

To the Members of the American Pomological Society :

I am happy to state, that my health is gradually improving, and

I have strong hopes of its perfect restoration. I have been so long

identified with this Society, and am so anxious for its prosperity

and the advancement of the objects it seeks to promote, that I can

scarcely content myself to remain at home during its coming ses-

sion. My judgment and the advice of my physician compel me to

refrain from risk which might impede the progress of my recovery,

and therefore I shall not have the pleasure of meeting with you.

With fervent desires for the welfare of this institution, and with

aiFectionate regard for its members, I am, as ever.

Your Devoted Servant,

Marshall P. Wilder.
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At the suggestion of the Secretary, Vice President John
A. Warder, of Ohio, was called to the Chair. Dr. Warder,
while expressing regret, which all felt, at the absence of our

long-honored President, congratulated the members present

on the favorable auspices under which they were assembled

in the goodly city of Pochester, for the promotion of the

noble objects for which the association was organized. The
President then appointed the following Committees

:

COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS AND DELEGATES.

Dr. J. S. Houghton, Pa. ; Geo. Ellwanger, X. Y. ; T. C.

Maxwell, X. Y. ; Geo. M. Peeler, Ind, ; Geo. W. Campbell,

Ohio.

COMMITTEE ON FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

E. W. Herendeen, X. Y. ; E. Lewis, Pa. ; S. F. Marshall,

Ohio
; Chas. Downing, N. Y. ; E. D. Pearce, Ohio.

(COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS.

J. J. Thomas, iST. Y. ; M. P. Pateham, Ohio ; P. Puist,

Pa. ; J. D. G. Xelson, Ind. ; W. Saunders, D. C.

COMMnTEE (JN NEW GRAPES.

On motion, the following gentlemen were appointed a

committee to examine new grapes on exhibition, and report

at the present session : Peter P. Mead, Charles Downing,

Geo. M. Peeler, J. S. Houghton, P. F. Edwards.

The Secretary read a communication from the Treasurer,

Thomas P. Ja^ies, of Pennsylyania, regretting his inability

to be present ; and also the Piennial Report, as follows :
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TREASUKER'S REPORT.

To tJie President and Members of the Anierican Povw-

logioal Society.

Gentlemen :—The Treasurer submits his Report for the

Term 1802—1864, viz.

:

STATEMENT.
RECEIPTS.

1862, Sept. 17. To btihmce on hand, per hist

report, - .- $138.43

1861, Sept, 13. To Cash received from 41)

Life Members, $10, 49U.0(i

1864, Sept. . To Cash from 144 Term do.,

$2, 288.00

$916.43

EXPENDITURES.

1862, Oct. 22. By Cash for—

Reporting discussions, &c., &c., bv

order of the President, $ 85.00

1863, June . Printing Circuhirs, Cards,

and Show Bills, - 15.50

1863, April 8. Benton A: Andrews, for

Composition, Press-work, and Print-

ing Report of Committee, 1 14.00

"' Ditto for Composition, Press-work,

Printing, etc., of Transactions,— 143.11

" Ditto, 14 Reams Extra Paper, also

Paper for Covers, 228.10

" Ditto, Binding Transactions, 11.25

" Ditto, for Alterations, and Printing

Fruit Catalogues, - - 30.10

"• Ellwanger & Barry, for work on

Catalogues, and Postages, — 32.52

2
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1863, Sept. 5. James Yick, for work on

Proceedings, 30.00

1864r, Sept. 13. Sundry Freight Boxes, &c., 10.26

" Ditto Postages, Envelopes, &c., 30.34

Balance on hand, 186.25

$916.43

Pespectfullj submitted,

Thomas P. James, Treasurer.

The Treasurer also presented the following memoranda
of the numbers of the " Transactions " on hand, from the

commencement of their publication :

Issue of 1852, 260 copies

1851, 28 •'

Issue of 1856, 35 "

" 1858, 90 "

I860,... 118 "

" 1862, .....82 "

He adds: " By this it appears that there are but twenty-eight

complete sets. The Treasurer would suggest that the Society

ought not to supply members, even life-contributors, with sets with-

out remuneration above the life-contribution. Some full sets should

be reserved for the Society. If any are disposed of, a price should

be determined upon. A limited number should be sold."

After several motions and considerable discussion upon

the suggestion contained in the Report, the whole subject

was referred to a Committee of three—John G. Bergen of

K Y., S. B. Parsons of N. Y., and M. B. Bateham of Ohio.

Adjourned to 3 o'clock P. M.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Society was called to order at 3 o'clock, and the

Business Committee reported as follows:

That the hours for the morning session be from 9 A. M. to 1 P. M.

Afternoon session from 3 P. M. until the Society shall order an

adjournment.
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The order of business shall be— 1. Report of Committee on Cre-

dentials. 2. Appointment of a Committee on Nominations, consisting

of one member from each State represented. 8. Report of the Com-

mittee to revise the Society's Fruit List 4. Report of other Com-

mittees. 5. Discussion of the lists of apples, pears peaches, plums,

cherries, grapes and small fruits.'with remarks on the adnjitation of

soils to peculiar varieties of fruits. 6. Remarks on the effects of

cold the past winter on fruit trees and grape vines.

[In view of the limited time for the session, we recommend brev-

ity in all remarks, and that no speaker be allowed to occupy more

than five minutes at a time, nor, without leave or for explanation,

have a right to speak more than once on any one point under dis-

cussion.]

Your Committee would also suggest the following topics:— 1.

The peculiarities exhibited in growth resulting from the specific

relations existing between the soil and the plant. 2. To ex-

plain what members understand by the term cultivation. 3. In

the question of pruning, to designate clearly between summer

and winter removal of branches, and their respective effects as

influencing woo 1 growth, or a fruiting tendency in trees. 4.

Disease-!. How far experience and observation go to prove the

influence of soils, nudes of culture and cultural manipulations

in the encouragement or exemption of diseases in fruiting plants.

5. The best time to gather, and the most succesful modes

of keeping and ripening fruit.

The report was adopted.

The Committee on Credentials reported progress, and

asked to be continued until Wednesday morning. Request

granted.

Committee on Revision of Fruit Lists announced, through

its ciiairman, P. Barry, that to the circular addressed to

State and Local Committees, several responses had been

received. Others were expected before the Convention

closed, and as soon as all were in, the Committee would

be ready to report, or would publish their full report in the

proceedings.

j^o other Committees were ready to report.

The Committee on Nomination of Cthcers reported a List
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of Officers and (.V)iinnittees for tlie Society. Report adopted

unaiiiinonsly. (See pages 5 to 7.)

The Coiumittee to which was referred the Treasurer's

coiiniiuiiication in reference to the disposal of the sets of

Transactions remaining on hand, reported, recommending
*• that the Treasurer be authorized to retain permanently, for

the use of the Society, eight copies or sets complete, ajid to

dispose of the remaining copies to life members who have

not been previously sup[>lied, ;nid to those that nuiy become

so, in the order in wliich tiiey became members, until the

remaining twenty sets are exhausted." Tliis report was

adopted, and the Secretary \vas instructed to notify the Treas-

urer M'lii) had l)ecome life members at this meeting, giving

the order in which they became such.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX CREDENTIALS.

Mk. Pkesident : Tlie Committee on Ci'edentials beg leave

to report Delegates from kindred Societies as ibllows :

M A S S A C II U S E T T S.

Massachusetts Ilorticiiltural Society.—C. M. Ilovey.

Es"ex County Agficultural Society.—Tliomas C. Thurlow.

Worcester' County Horticultural Society.—Edward Earle.

li 11 O I) E IS L A X I).

Rhode LsJand Societyfor tJie Knro-ura(jement of Industry
.^

Providence, liliode Island.—Edward D. Pearce, Joseph H.

Bourne, Cyrus B. Manchester, Edward A. Taft, Silas Moore

and William B. Spencer.

C O X N E C T I C U T.

New Haven County IIorticulMiral Society.—Dr. Thomas

H. Tuttle, Nathaniel A. Bacon, Dr. John I. Howe and H.

B. Field,

New Haven Pornological Society.—Elizur E. Clark, Ste-

phen D. Purdee, Nathaniel A. Bacon, Charles Dickerson.
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NEW Y O K K.

American Institute, Neiu York City.—B. C. Townsend,

Peter B. Mead, Wm. S. Carpenter, Nathan C. Ely, Dr. Isaac

M, "Ward, Jolm G. Bergen, Isaac Buchanan.

New York State Agricultural Society.—J. O. Sheldon,

President, and Col. B. P. Johnson, Secretary.

Newhurg Bay Horticultural Society.—Charles Downing,

William A. Woodward, Daniel Smith, Eev. Dr. Forsjthe,

William L. Findlay.

NEW .JERSEY.

West Jersey Fruit Growers'' Association of Moorestown,

New Jersey.—John Perkins, Clayton Lippincott, Charles S.

Willetts, William Parry, and JS^athan Leeds.

PENNSYLVANIA.

^Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—Dr. S. W. Noble,

Robert Buist, William Hacker, Thomas P. James, C. P.

Hayes, Thomas Meehan, Dr. J. S. Houghton, J. E. Mitchell,

Wm. Parry, H. A. Dreer.

Fruit Growers'' Society of Eastern Pennsylvania.—Wm.
Hacker, J. B. Garber, William Saunders, Dr. J. S. Hough-

ton, Samuel Miller, Dr. J. K, Eshleman.

Montgomery County Agricultural Society of Norristown,

Pennsylvania.—Elwood Thomas.

O II I o.

Ohio Pomological Society.—Dr. John A. Warder, M. B.

Bateham, S. B. Marshall, Geo. W. Campbell.

Cincinyiati Horticultural Society.—Dr. Jolm A. Warder,

Dr. George Hoadley.

INDIANA.

Allen County Horticultural Socieiy.—J. D. G. Xelson,

H. J. Pudissell.

Marion County Agricultural and Horticultural Society.

—Georere M. Beeler.
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Indiana Horticultural Society.—fJ. D. G. Nelson, George

M. Beeler, H. J. Eudissell.

State Agricultural Society.—William H. Looniis.

MICHIGAN.

Michigan State Agricultural Society.— William Bort,

Detroit.

MISSOURI.

Meramec Horticultural Society.—William Muir.

St. Louis Horticultural Society.-—V>\\ B. F. Edwards.

Missouri State Horticultural Society.—Dr. B. F. Edwards,

William Muir, G. Mattison, Barnabas Smith.

DISTRICT OF (COLUMBIA.

Dejpartment of Agriculture.—William Saunders, Super-

intendent of the Experimental Garden.

UPPER CANADA.

Fruit Growers' Association of Upper Cnada,—D. W,
Beadle, Professor Buckland, C. Arnold.

Dr. J. S. Houghton, )

T. C. Maxwell, \ Comrfiittee.

Geo. M. Beeler, \
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DISCUSSIONS.

APPLES.

Ben Davis,

Nelson, of Intl.—I slioukl like to hear something said of

this very promising apple, I regard it the most desirable

apple to cultivate in Indiana. It is not of the highest qual-

ity, but good ; keeps till May, and will produce more at the

same age than any variety I know of.

M. B, Bateiiam, Ohio.—I have seen it in our Ohio mar-

kets. I cannot place it so high in quality as our friend from

Indiana. In Ohio it is not as good a keeper as he represents

it. It is a beautiful tree in nursery, but I have never seen it

in bearing.

President Warder, Ohio.—It may be you have no four-

year-old trees of it left over in nursery, for if you had, you

would have seen it in fruit. It is cultivated and known as

the JN'ew York Pippin—especially in Illinois.

P. Bakry, New York.—I have never fruited it. Have

seen it in the West, where it is regarded very highly. From
what I know of it, think it promising, I find there is a vari-

ety of opinions as to its identity, and as to its right name.

It is inserted in the Society's Catalogue as the New York

Pippin. Is it right ?

President Warder.—Ben Davis is the antecedent and cor-

rect name. There is ample testimony to this etfect. It is a

thrifty, hardy, vigorous tree, and is early productive. It sup-

ports its limbs at the junction in a peculiar manner, by what

we suppose to be dormant buds, forming a ring about the
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union of branch with the trunk. I wouhl n(>t phice the truit

higher than medium. And the fruit does not keep as well as

the gentleman from Indiana (Nelson) represents. It sells

well in Southern Illinois, where it is largely cultivated. It is

emphatically a railroad apple there. It is beautiful and reg-

ular. It is known by several names—Victoria Pippin, Car-

olina Eed, Carolina Redstreak, &c. It is always sp(jken of

as being very productive. Its liardiness in the West renders

it valuable there.

iS^KLSox.—It is more productive than any variety we culti-

vate. I have one hundred ti\'e-year-old trees in bearing

—

each having from two or three to twenty apples.

B. F. Edwakds, Mo.—Where I have seen it, in Madison

County, Illinois, they consider it the most profitable apple

they raise. It keeps till February, is productive, and is con-

sidered a very line apple. It will do as well in Missouri as

Illinois.

D. B. WiER, 111.—I wouhl recommend it as a very hue

grower, very hardy, very productive, a good kee|)er, medium
flavor, and a young and abundant bearer in Northern Illinois.

President Warder—It is an excellent apple—very regu-

lar in form. It is rare to see an imperfect apple.

Bateuam.—How does it bear transportation ?

Geo. M. Beeler, Ind.— It has a tender flesh, but a tough

skin. We keep it, in Souther]) Indiana, till May—had theni

shipped to us at Indiana])olis last May. Its flesh and flavor

resemble Smith's Cider soniewliat, but it is a l)etter apple.

Nelsox.— I move that the apple be hereafter recognized

by the Society, by its name, Ben Davis.

Tlie motion was adopted.

Bachelor's Blush.

Wm. Parry, of Cinnaminson, N. J., presented this fruit

for comparison with Maiden's Blush, which it resembles in

quality, time of ri|)ening and genei'al appearance, and said :

—It is a regular bearer, and ])roductive. We regard it a

valuable apple Avith us. Season, August and September. I

cannot give its origin ; I purchased it of a neighl)or. It is

distinct from Maiden's Blush, thou<i::h resemblinij: it.
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Thomas, of N. Y.—Tasting the Baclielor's Blush and tlie

Maiden's Bhish, as here exhibited, I perceive a little differ-

ence between them, but have seen quite as great a difference

in specimens of the same variety grown in different localities.

Warder.—It is a handsome looking apple, and externallv

much of the same character as the Maiden's Blush.

EllwANGER, of X. Y.—:I iTiove that it be referred to the

Committee on ]S'ative Fruits.

It was so referre<l,

Pi'hirelfj,

This fruit was also presented, and doscril»ed by Mr. Parky
as follows: Medium to large size; flesh tender and pleasant;

sub-acid, and in season from the middle of September till

January ; color red, with dull stripe ; russet around the stem

;

roundish flat form. It is of flrst rate quality. Obtained the

trees from Bucks County, Pa. It is there selected as the best

apple for planting. It is a good bearer, and tlie tree a good

grower.

Noble, of Pa.— It is an excellent apple, and I can recom-

mend it.

Barry.—I notice it is not recommended in any of the lists

of Pennsylvania and New flersey. I do not know wliy tin's

is.

Warder.—That is a jtertinent question. Why, if it has

tliese excellent qualities, has it not been distributed more

widely^

Parry.—Because it is not known. Where it is known it

is popular.

Trimble, of N. J.—Mr. President, I move it be discarded

—I have found a worm in it.

Warder.—That may be tlie fault of tl^e person selecting

it—not of the fruit. Worms often choose the best fruits.

Barry.—If it ought to go on tlie list of the Society, mem-
bers should move to that effect.

Carpenter, of N. Y.—I have found a great many valua-

ble apples, well known in localities, and not known outside

those localities—some of them deserve a much wider distri-
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bution. There is one such in Westchester County, N. Y.,

called there the Golden Pippin.

Parry.—I move that the Princely be added to the list for

New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania.

Warder.—If there is no objection it will be so added.

Cheney.

Peter B. Meade, Xew York City,—This fruit originated

on the Cheney Farm, in Massachusetts. An excellent baking

apple. Is in season last of September, October and l^ovem-

ber. I beg to have it referred to the Committee on Xew
Fruits.

It was so referred.

Lippincott Sweet.

Parry.—It is one of the best of sweet apples, very pro-

ductive, greenish white color, and good size. Keeps till spring.

Uniform bearer. Wish it to be added to the list of apples as

doing well in Xew Jersey.

Warder.—Is it not more oblate than the specimen before

us ? And does it liave the ])itter-rot?

Parry.—Xo : it is longer often, but not more oblate. Is

not affected with bitter-rot.

Cogswell and Ohio Nonpareil.

Bateham.—We have had discussions as to tlie identity of

the Cogswell and Nonpareil. Some have regarded them as

identical. They are here, and I wish to show them, Hud

show that they are distinct.

Downing.—The Cogswell and Ohio Nonpareil are entirely

distinct—there is no similarity in the growth of the trees.

Bateham.—-There is more resemblance between the Gra-

venstein and Nonpareil.

CrTtmes' Golden Piiypin.

Warder.—:It is cultivated extensively in Eastern Ohio.

S, B. Marshall, of Ohio.—It originated in Virginia. It

is hardy, regular, good flavor, good bearer. Season, mid-

winter—January to April.
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Downing."—I hav^e fruited it a year or two. It is promis-

ing.

Beeleb.—Is hardy in Indiana. Have not fruited it yet.

Stood the last winter well.

lihiff of Tompkins County.

Barry.—^I wish to hear something about this fruit. How
does it do in other States 'i

]^ELS0N.—I have had it in bearing two years in Indiana.

It does linely with us. Produces every other year. It drops

badly—otherwise excellent. I regard it as an apple of the

highest excellence.

D. IIarkens, of Pa.

—

We esteenj it higldy with us.

Wm. Bort, of Mich.—^It promises well in Michigan.

H. jST. Langworthy, of X, Y.—It is a good apple, pro-

ductive, line size. Does not fall oft' with us more than other

fruit of the same size, It is a very heavy apple. It is in

eating from January to May, Some regard it the best apple

in the country, all things considered. It may not be iirst

quality, but it is excellent. It bears regularly with me.

Bateham, of Ohio.—It is not so favorably regarded in

Northern C)hi(). In our orchards it is not sufficiently pro-

ductive ; and if })roductive, dro])s badly. It is not strictly a

winter apple with us.

Carpenter, of x^. Y.—We do not get a satisfactory croj)

from it. It is attacked l)y the worms. It is a good apple

—

not Iirst rate.

Parry.—I have only fruited it this year. It is not very

satisfactory with us. It dropped its fruit early and badly,

Ellwanger.—It drops its fruit more on young trees than

on old ones. As the trees set a«:e, it drops less.

Beeler.— The difficulty we have with it is, that our

seasons are too long for it. And it is a fact that northern

and eastern apples do not generally give as good satisfaction

as the southern apples. The winter apples which come from

the south are better adapted to our climate.

Thomas, of 'N. Y.—The King only yields about two-thirds

as much fruit as the Baldwin or Rhode Island Greening.
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Cakpentek, of I*^. Y,—With us it bears only about two-

thirds as much as the Baldwin.

Maxwell, of J!^. Y.—It should be picked earlier than is

generally the practice. The apple is much improved by so

doing. And Mhile it may not yield so much as the Baldwin,

in market it makes up this diiference by the extra price.

WiEK, of 111.—It is a splendid grower, hardy, fruit large,

and of the tin est flavor—a young and abundant bearer in

JS^orth Illinois.

Sylvester, of K. Y.—^It is an uniform bearer with me,

not so productive as the Baldwin and Greening, The same

sized tree has not as many branches. It does not drop its

fruit more than other apples of same size. It brings a better

price than either the Baldwin or Bhode Island Greening.

Wakdek.— Gentlmen are comparing this fruit with

the Il]u)dc Island Greening and Baldwin ; in our coun-

try the Rhode Island Greening is not near so fruitful as the

Baldwin — hence this comparison is not exactly a pertinent

one.

Southern Apples.

George Hoadley, of Cincinnati, O,—Has any one had

experience in the cultivation of southern ap[)les— from Caro-

lina and Georgia '} I have commenced cultivating them as

an experiment, and am anxious for any information on the

subject which I can obtain.

Charles Dowxixg.—Magnum Bonuni is a southern apple,

and a tine winter apple.

Beeler, of Ind.—It has been fruited in Putnam Co., Ind.

Warder—Some of the southern ap})les which come to

us prove to be old friends with a new name. The Pennock

came back to us as Bed Ox.

Milam.

Hoadley, of Ohio,—I should like to know what is thought

of this fruit. With us it is the best baking apple we have,

and is to be recommended.
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Edwards, of Mo.—I agree to all that is said in favor of the

Milaui. We have no apple so much appreciated as an eating

and cooking apple in my family. I know of no better fla-

vored apple. It is productive— bears every year.

Mum, of Mo.—It distributes itself evenly over the tree.

It is a perfect family apple.

Warder.—It grows wild about Cincinnati. It was put

upon the rejected list by our Cincinnati Horticultural Society

because of want of size. It resembles, in some respects, the

Westfield Seek-no-further.

Bateham, of O.—'The Westfield Seek-no-furtlier is best in

the North ; the Milam is best at the South. The latter is a

red apple in the South ; in the Korth it is green, and wants

character. It is an excellent apple for the valleys and rich

lands of the South. It is a handsome tree in the nursery.

But it disappoints planters ]^orth. The same remarks apply

to Rawles^ Janet as cultivated in different latitudes.

Fallemvalder.

Harkens, of Pa.—Is this fruit known or cultivated in

Pennsylvania^

]^0BLE, of Pa.—It is cultivated in Montgomery Co., Pa.,

and is regarded a good a]>ple.

Thomas, of J^. Y.—It is much diminished in size, if cul-

tivated as far north as Western Kew York, as well as ren-

dered inferior in quality. Tlie same remark applied to the

Rawles' Janet.

D. W. Beadle, of St. Catharines, C. W.—It is fair size,

fine-looking, but of inferior flavor, with us.

Barry, of IST, Y,—Grows large and fair with us, l)ut is (jf

inferior flavor.

Paul, of Mass.—It grows well and bears well in Massa-

chusetts, but is second rate for cooking, and of inferior flavor.

Warder.—It is one of the finest frying apples we have,

and we of the West will place it, fried, beside any of your

cooking apples of the East.

James M. Price, of Medina, Pa.—We cannot dispense

with it in South-east Pennsylvania.
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Beeler, of Ind.—It is not long lived with us. It bears

thirteen or fourteen years and dies. But it is protitable.

Warder— [t is so profitable that its short life is not

reo^arded as an objection to it.

Bateham, of Ohio.—It is grown near Columbus, O., by a

man who brings it into market late in the winter so highly

colored and beautiful that it is difficult to identify it. He
sells it at a high iigure because of its beauty. He keeps it

from the light, and there ripens it ; and this I regard a valu-

able hint to those who grow green and yellow sorts for the

market. *

Harkens. of Pa.—I have succeeded best in ripeuing this

apple in buckwheat chaff.

BoKT, of Mich.—Is it hardy in the West.

I!^ELS0N, of Ind.—It is rather tender with me at Fort Wayne
—a good apple, but tender.

Midge Plppiti.

Parry, of N. J.—Has this apple been cultivated in any

other States than Pennsylvania and New Jersey. With us

it is a valuable winter apple— a good grower, good bearer,

and good keeper. It has a blush when it ripens in the sun.

Late winter apple. Keeps till June. Turns as yellow as an

orange in May. Much heavier l)earer each alteruate year.

I obtained it from Bucks Co., Pa. I recommend that it be

added to the Xew Jersey list.

Wagener.

Nelson, of Ind.—This is an excellent apple with us.

Should like to hear from other Western men concerning it.

It is a very profitable apple with me.

BoRT, of Mich.—It is good in Western Michigan.

Paul, of Mass.—It does well in Massachusetts where lam
acquainted.

Price, of Pa.—Valuable with us.—An early bearer.

Harkens, of Pa.—It produces well with me.

HoADLEY, of Ohio—It bears early and well, but have found

it rather leatherv.
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MuiR, of Mo.—It has been tried with us. It does well

;

bears early. I call it a second rate fruit. But it is hand-

some and highly esteemed.

Bretinenian and K.la2>roth,

From Dr. J. K. Eshleman, of Pa., were presented to the So-

ciety, and referred to the appropriate Committee.

Downing, of IS^. Y.—The Klaproth is a very line fruit.

Hoops, of Pa.—Dr. E. thinks these two fruits the finest in

his collection. They bring the highest price in the Philadel-

phia market of any apples in then* season.

'' Cornell's Fancy."

From S. W. Noble, of Jenkentown, Pa., was presented by

sample.

Noble—It is an excellent apjDle, not much known. De-

serves to be better known.

fXeffries.

H. E. Hooker, of Rochester, JST. Y.—I would like to hear

of the Jeffries. It is handsome, pleasant and ripe now.

Would like to hear of it from other localities.

Hoopre, of Pa.—With us it specks badly and falls prema-

turely. It originated near me—12 to 15 miles from West-

chester.

C. L. HoAG, of Lockport, N. Y.—I have fruited it, and

think it a very fine apple indeed.

Evening Party.

Nelson, of Ind.—T have this fruit. It is a very handsome

and fine apple. It is small—too small for market, but desir-

able in the family. We had an Evening Party in our family

all winter, and regard it indispensable.

Downing, of N. Y.—I know but little of it, and that little

is favorable.

Northern S])y.

Thomas, of N. Y.—I should like to hear how this apple is

doing in the West.
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J^ELSON, of Ind.—-It improves as we become more acquaint-

ed with it, and the trees get age. I had a hirge and tine crop

last year. I would not now like to reject it. With us it is a

tolerable keeper. It keeps better than the Rhode Island

Greening— keeps till January and February. I would not

recommend it for extensive planting.

Marshall, of Ohio—The better I get acquainted with it

the more I think of it. It rots on joung trees, but does bet-

ter on old ones.

MuiR, of Mo.—It is unprotita])le with us— tender under

the influence of the sun. It is not a(hipted to our State.

Carpenter, of N. Y.—It has Ijeen largely phmted in East-

ern Kew York, but is not regarded with tavor. Trees fifteen

years old have produced nothing.

Trimble, of N. J.—I liope the Northern Spy will be Y)lant-

ed, notwithstanding the discouraging remarks of Mr. Car-

penter. It is sought after in the Xew York market, and is

appreciated. We cannot do Avithout it.

Paul, of Mass.—^With us the tree is a healthy, good grow-

er, and when once in bearing produces as well as any variety.

It is a pleasant disappointment to those who have it, after it

once begins to bear.

BoRT, of Mich.—Since they have begun to bear with us

they give very general satisfaction.

Sylvester, of j^. Y.—It bears late, but the trees, when
once in bearing, are uniformly good bearers each alternate

year. It is one of our best apples, and will keep till May or

June in perfect condition and bring a large price in market.

I saw them shipped last May in perfect condition. It is nec-

essary to thin the branches, and when bearing heavily, the

crop should be thinned, or it will be inferior.

Coojtev's MifUin.

Paery.—I wish to call attention to this fruit. We esteem

it highly with us. It keeps till May and June. I recom-

mend that it be put on the list for New Jersey.

Barry.—This is the same as Cooper's Red Market.
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BoRT, of Midi.—I would recommend that it be pnt on the

Michigan list. It is hardj, and we think it will prove valua-

ble with us.

HooKEE, of IS". Y.—It is highly esteemed by our market

fruit growers. It colors finely, is showj and saleable in April

and May. It is of fair quality. I think it will be a profita-

ble apple for cultivation, but can never regard it as first qual-

ity for cooking and eating.

Aloninoiith Pipjnn,

Carpenter, of N^. Y.—With me it is a very fine apple.

Think it will l:)e popular with us. Will gentlemen tell us

something about it in other localities ? I think it will be sub-

stituted for the Newtown Pippin for cultivation with us.

Parry, of jST. J.—It does well with us.

Parsons, of L. I., Hoopes, of Pa., and Ellwanger, of IS^.

Y., spoke in its favor.

Nelson, of Ind.—We do not regard it higldy in Indiana.

Warder.—It will never drive Peck's Pleasant out of mar-

ket w^ith us.

IIarkens, of Pa.—Its productiveness and fairness may
cause it to be substituted l)y cultivators for market for the

Newtown Pippin, but in quality it is not to be compared

with it.

JRihston Pipjy'in.

Sylvester, of N. Y.—I sliould like to hear of this fruit in

different localities.

Robert Buist, of Philadelphia, Pa.—I have known it fifty

years. It does not do well in warm climates. It ripens there

prematurely. It will not prove valuable in southern locali-

ties, but I think it will in northern.

Beadle, of Canada West.—It is a fine apple with us. A
gentleman shipped it to Scotland last fall M'ith the Newtown
Pippin, and obtained the same price for it— 815 j^er l)arrel.

Nelson, of Ind.—It is a beautiful apple, but the tree is a

poor grower and poor bearer with us. It would not do to

recommend it for our State.

3
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Thomas, of N. Y.—I would recommend it as sometimes

very fine.

Waedee.—In Southern Oliio it ripens prematurely, M'ilts,

and we never, or rarely, get it in good condition.

GRAPES.
J. S. HouGHTOX of Pa., and ]\I. B. Bateham of O., were

appointed a committee to select samples of grapes under dis-

cussion from the tables, and bring them foward for examination,

Aclirondac.

Presented by John W, Bailey of Plattsburg iS". Y.

Beadle.—Is this grape hardy ? I have had but a limit-

ed experience with it. I had but one vine. The first

winter I protected it. The second winter I did not protect

it, and it was killed root and branch.

Thurlow.—I left it uncovered last winter. It bore

fruit this season. Thermometer probably 15° below zero.

1^0 snow to protect it. Other grapes did not suffer.

Moody.—Mr. Bailey says it is about as liardy as the

Isabella. In our section tlie Isabella suttered from the

winter.

Beadle.—The mercury fell 15° below zero, accompanied

with a severe wind. Tlie weatlier was quite moderate imme-

diately before the extreme cold.

IIerexdeex.—A vine that is known to be hardy, will

frecpiently die if exposed Avhen only a year old. That a

vine of that age is winter-killed is no test of its hardiness.

Cx\.mpbell.—I planted it two years ago—a part of the

vines grafted on the Taylor, started early in six-inch pots

and planted out late. Last spring, though covered, I found

them all killed to the collar. Some that were not grafted on

tlie Taylor killed entirely. Last winter was a severe test.

But I am satisfied that in comparison with other vines this

grape is very teuder. Rebecca vines beside it, covered in the

same manner, and of the same age, were ]iot injured. The

Delaware was the least injured of anything I had. The
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thermometer Avas 14° or 15° below zero, acompanied witli a

strong cutting wind. Peach wood was hilled.

HoADLEY.—The thermometer with us Avas 45° above

Zero, and in two hours after it froze the harness on my
horse, and in tAvelve hours it went down to 12° below zero

—

this in Cincinnati.

Knox.—I planted this grape in the spring of 1803. It

grew well and went through the. winter uninjured with me.

Thermometer marked T° below zero with us,

Sylvester.—^I had it covered slightly last winter, four-

teen miles from Lake Ontario and it came out uninjured.

HovEY.—I have but little personal exjierience with it.

I set it out in the spring of 1863. It made feeble growth.

Cut it back to three or four eyes, and it went through

the winter in good condition. I had occasion to visit Mr.

Bailey's neighborhood, and saw his vines. Found graf-

ted vines, vines from layers and buds in all stages of

growth. Three year old vines were bearing three or four

bunches, better colored, even, than the Hartford Prolific,

and appeared to be likely to ripen earlier, at the time of my
visit. The vine, leaf, &c., appeared much like the Isabella.

I think it a seedling of the Isabella. But I submit whether

the experience of men who have given this grape but one

year's trial, and perhaps with a single vine, is of any value in

determining the real merits of this grape. The past year is

no test. Other hardy varieties were killed. I think this

grape as hardy as the Isabella or Diana. My vines have

made good growth this year. I think the Adirondac stands

prominent among the promising black grapes.

Bailey.—I find it necessary to cover all my vines. I do

not claim for this gra]3e extra hardiness, but I believe it

is as hardy as the Isabella. My grapes are grown on

open trellis, without contrivances for forcing them. With

me the Adirondac is a few days earlier than the Hartford

Prolific. It is as free from mildew as any grape I have ; the

leaves stand the sun well, and the fruit hangs well on the

buiu-h. I have a letter from Richmond, Ind., in latitude

40^, where it has been sul)jected to a severe drouth and
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scorching sun the past season, and several varieties have

been injured by sun scald, while the Adirondac has not been

affected at all. The vine retains its foliage until the fruit is

thoroughly ripe. My place is not peculiarly favorable to the

growth of the gi'ape, and protection is necessary.

Trimble.—Mlow nie to ask Mr. Bailey a question. Here

is a representation of a disease which I found on the Isabella

at Dr. Underhill's place. Do you have it on the Adiron-

dac.

Bailey.—-If it is the mildew, we have had it on the Adi-

rondac ; but we have had no variety, with us, entirely free from

it. Have seen less of it on the Adirondac, than on any

other variety except the Concord.

Creveiling.

Knox.—It is improving. I have seen much better bunch-

es than are here exhibited. As the vines get age the bunches

l^ecome more compact. It is not quite as early as the Hart-

ford Prolific. Flavor fine.

Hooker.—(Holds up a bunch.) This is a very good spec-

imen of the Crevelling It is early, productive and hardy,

and valuable for home cultivation ; but such bunches as

these will not sell well in market—no one should rely npon

it as a market grape. Berries hang on well. The form of

the bunch is of the greatest consequence in a market grape.

The Adirondac bears a beautiful bunch; the looseness of

habit in the Crevelling is entirely a characteristic one. I do

not believe age will change this characteristic.

Mead.—-I consider the Crevelling a good early grape,

and superior to the Hartford Prolific. I am surprised that

any one should say that it will not sell, when the Hart-

ford Prolific will. These are not good samples of the Cre-

velling. As brought into the New York market, they will

sell better than than the Hartford Prolific. We are begin-

ning to learn what good grapes are. Why sir, the Hartford

Prolific was selling at 25 to 30 cents per pound, and the

Delaware at 40 to 60 cents, just before I left New York. I

tell you, good grapes will sell ; and I wish to do what I can
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to wipe out this impression, tliat a poor grape is as valuable

for market as a good one. I wish to give mj testimony to

the effect that the Crevelling is every way qualitied to super-

cede the Hartford Prolitic.

Harkens,—-AVhile its bunches are not so compact and

handsome as some other varieties, I think it is to be a

popular grape ; and I venture to assert, that although its

bunches are not as compact, vines of the same age will bear

as great a weight of fruit as tlie Hartford Prolitic.

HooPES.—-My experience with it is limited. But I never

saw as loose bunches of this A'ariety at any exhibition I

ever attended, as these before us to-day, I have seen it

grow as compactly as the Isabella. Its berries never drop

from the bunch, which is a desirable quality for a market

fruit. We like it.

Bergen.—I have fruited it for the first time this year.

The bunches are loose. I concur in the remarks of Mr.

PIooKER, that we must please the eye as well as the taste.

Sylvester.—As I fruit it, the bunches have this same

characteristic looseness. It is not so early as the Hartford

Prolific. But it is a valuable, hardy grape. The leaves do

not burn, and it hangs firmly on the bunch,

jVIuir,—In Missouri, its leaves burn badly—even on young

plants so as to retard their gro^vth. The past season,

however, it has stood the sun better. It ripens, with us,

between the Hartford Prolific and Concord. It is superior

to the Hartford Prolific in quality, but if it drops its leaves

we shall abandon it.

Edwards.—-I have sixty vines of it, It does not drop its

leaves with me, more than any other variety. It grows

rapidly.

Carpenter.—-I have no variety, among thirty varieties,

that is more promising. The leaves are perfect. It groM's

rapidly. Did not mature as early as I anticipated.

Downing.—As the vines get age it will I'ipen earlier.

Woodward.—It has b(jrne with me three years. Have

seen as fine bunches on it as I ever saw on any grape

—

full as fine as the lona this year. Never saw any falling

of leaves.
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HovKT.—The time has gone by when we shonhl accept

a grape because it is early. It must combine in itself

good equalities. So far as the Crevelling is concerned, I

concur with Mr, Hooker. Its Imncli is too loose ; it is a

defect that should l)e looked at in tlie present state of grape

culture.

Hugh T. Brooks.—Is it not lit that we should }iot eat

with our eyes, but with our lips ?

HoAG.—With me, at Lockport, its clusters are broken,

loose, and quite green yet, while the Hartford Prolific has

been gone ten days.

Seelye.—This looseness of bunch is not caused by its

dropi^ing its berries ; the blossoms never set or perfect. The

flowers are there, but the fruit does not set.

C.uiPBELL.—I have fjund the Crevelling usually rather

loose in bunch ; think it arises from partially defective sta-

mens; as bunches prepared for raising hybridized seed, and

supplied with foreign pollen, were compact and full.

Union Village and Ontario.

Arnold.—Are these grapes identical i I have grown the

Ontario—or a grape under that name—several years. I

also planted the Union Yillage beside it. xVfter fruiting

them side by side two years, have concluded it is identi-

cal. The Ontario is a good grape for market with us. We
regard a large grape highly. It is a little earlier than the

Isabella—but a few days this year. We cover it as we
cover everything. With ordinary cultivation, these on ex-

hibition .are fair samples.

Saunders.—As a matter of curiosity, it may be well to

know whether these grapes are identical, but what is the

use of growing such a grape at all.

Knox.— I regard it as one of the most profitable market

grapes. It will sell with us at not less than fifty cents

per pound. We protec^t it just as we protect all our grapes.

This matter of protection is uot considered with me, if a

grape is only tender, and otherwise good. I can protect

an acre of grapes for $5 a year. We train our vines for

protection

—

down^ in the way they should go.
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Mead.—I liave grown the Union Village and Ontario.

I tliink them identical, without doubt. Ontario, ouglit

not to be used, even as a synonym. I would plant the

Union Village in preference to the Concord. If well grown,

the bunches may be made one-third to one-half larger than

those of tlie latter. Siill I don't advocate the culture of

large grapes for market. Intrinsic excellence is my standard.

Field.—^This grape is as bad as the Isabella in every

respect, and if that is not saying enough against it, I do

not know what is. It l^lossoms late, and the rose-bug takes

every blossom, with me.

Nelson.—I do not regard it as a valuable grape—not as

valuable as the concord. A man can raise 1,000 pounds

of Concord, easier than ten pounds of the Union Village.

I endorse the remarks of Mr. Field, as to the difficulty of

gi'owing it.

Knox.—Because it cannot be grown in Xew York and

Indiana, it should not be discarded.

Edwards.—Grapes valueless here are valuable with us.

The Union Village is far better with us than the Isabella,

as to quality and productiveness. I have given up the

culture of the Isabella, and shall cultivate the Union Village

as a market grape.

Bekgen.—I have both the Ontario and Union Village,

Have fruited them two years. They prove to be the same

grape. I do not consider it as good in quality as the

Isabella when well ripened. Its bunch is large and compact.

Carpenter.—I have fruited it this season vrith great

satisfaction.

HovEY.—The Union Village has been grown about

Boston several years. It is too good a grape to reject. It

is earlier than the Isabella. It is really an excellent grape.

It will still be cultivated as one of our excellent Ameri-

can grapes.

Moody.—My opinion is, that when the real merits of a

grape determine its value in market, this grape will be

dropped from the list. At iirst the Delaware was rejected

in the market, but as its quality becomes better known,
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altliongli small, it is profitaLle. I think we should drop the

name Ontario.

DowNiJvG.—It drops from the bunch before it is ripe. It

is worthless as an eating grape.

Saunders.—We can get much better grapes before we

can get the Union Village.

Downing—There is no mistake about the identity of the

Union Village and Ontario.

Campbell.—I have had an impression that the two were

distinct—that the Ontario might be a seedling from the

Union Village. I have seen some evidence of it, I thought;

but I may be mistaken, since gentlemen present are so

postive concerning this question. The difference I have

discovered is, that the vine known as the Ontario ripened its

fruit earlier, stood the winter better, and lias larger and

coarser foliage. And there is a sort of down on the u])per

surface of its leaves which distinguishes it from the vine called

Union A'illage. But the fruit seems to be almost identical.

Voted that the name Ontario be dropped.

Itehcfca.

IIo\EY.—I have believed this, from the first, to be one

of our finest grapes—so far as quality goes, one of the finest

in this country; and I am glad to know that it is improving

in habit of growth and other good qualities. It is winning

its way rapidly with us in the East. It is sufficiently hardy

for any part of the nortli east, and is a good grower—quite

as vigorous as the Delaware. It is to be placed at the head,

or among the very first of our American grapes.

Brocksbank.—I have propagated it ten years. It is as

good a grower as the Delaware, ripening one week later.

It is perfectly ripe now with me. Has never mildewed

with us. It is as hardy as the Isabella. I protect it ; all

should be, with me, except the Clinton.

Field.—The last speaker's location is very high, and very

much ex])osed on the banks of the Hudson.

Bergen.—I do not protect any of my vines. I found

the Eebecca sliglitly injured two winters ago. The fruit
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is good. I find it more liable to mildcM^ than the Delaware

;

but has always ripened its wood with nie.

Paul.—I have ripened it in the western part of Masachu-

setts. The vine is nearly as hardy as tlie Delaware with me.

Quality of fruit the very finest. I have kept it all winter.

Brocksbank—It is not a shy bearer, but quite productive.

HoAG.—Yines planted on sandy loam are bearing fifteen

to twenty pounds each.

Field.—It is better for higher latitudes. It sun-scalds

with me.

Carpenter.—It is ])erfectly hardy with me, but a feeble

grower, not so strong as the Delaware. But I would recom-

mend it as an amateui* grape.

Field.—It is a better grape for stift" soils than for sand.

Hooker.—H. X. Langwortiiy, of Greece, N. Y., grows

it on sandy soil, and says it is improving with him. But

I am surjn'ised at tlie statement that it is a good grower.

With me it is not a good grower—not so good as the Dela-

ware. iSo far as I can. procure good wood it is ]:»roductive.

Knox,—It is a good grower with me. I am not prepared

to say that its reputation for feeble growth is due to the fact

that the earlier distributed vines were over-propagated, but

1 am sure that the later planted grow a great deal better.

Mead.—Have you noted, Mr. President, the fondness

of this Pomological body for talking of grapes bearing

feminine names l This Rebecca is Mr. IIovey's pet. And
if he keeps her well wrapped up, and don't let her get

away too far from home, she will do very well. But she

should have the protection of the garden. She mnst be shel-

tered from the nortli, north-east and north-west winds.

Her foliage is tender. She is grown under glass, and sold for

seventy-five cents per pound-—sold as a foreign grape, thus

grown. If offered as a native grape, it would bring but about

half that price. It is a liard}' grape in w^inter, bui tender in

sunnner. It should be j^laced high as an amateur grape.

Carpenter.—In Xew York City it is growing popular as

a table grape, under its own name.
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Maxataiviiy.

Beegen.^—I want to hear from Pennsylvania about this

grape.

i!^OBLE.—I have seen it. It grows better in c-ity gardens

than in country vineyards. It is more thrifty than the

Rebecca.

HooPEs.—We consider it the best white grape. It is hater

than the Rebecca, but more vahiable with us. It is perhaps

too late a grape for the iSTorth.

Campbell.^—I have fruited it two years. Last year it

did not get fully ripe—the robins took it before it ripened.

Its bunches are rather loose, long, compared with the Rebecca

grown on the same trellis. It is a stronger grower, better

covered wdth foliage, and mildcAvs less than Rebecca.

Pakry—Last week I saw and tested it fully ripe. Vine

healthy, bunch not so compact as the Rebecca—most valu-

able white grape, I think. I saw" it at Moorestown, iS^. J,

Mead.—I cannot ripen it. I can the Rebecca. It will

not ripen till ten or twelve days after the Rebecca, witli me.

It is 2i'venj good gra^/e indeed, as to quality. For our locality

and north-west of u& it is no use to attempt to grow it. About

Pliiladelphia and South it will be valuable.

Price.—As to vigor of growth, with us. that is established.

It ripens as early as the Diana.

Saunders.—With us it is quite an early grape, ripening

with the Delaware. I have been famihar witli it eight

or ten years. I described it once as the White Isaliella.

Have been deceived in regard to it. I think it will ripen

with the Isabella anywhere. Its flowers seem to be defective.

It is a strong grower—the third, perhaps, in this respect among

150 varieties we have.

Downing.—It is a hardy, vigorous grower. Does not ripen

with me. The fruit does not set well. Bunch is small.

Thomas.—The difference in the time of ripening of the

different varieties of the grape varies greatly with the

latitude. In warmer regions, where two sorts are ripened

by the heat of summer, the period of maturity may be only

a few days apart ; further north, where they ripen in the cooler
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weatlier of autumn, there in;iv ])e several weeks difference.

It is common to compare the time of ripening- as so much

before or after that of the IsabeUa. The absurdity of this

comparison will be seen by going so far north as where the

Isabella does not mature—and where an early sort may ripen

tsn years before the Isabella, for the latter does not ripen at

all.

De. Gkant.—This is the seventh year of its bearing. It

is supposed to be a seedling of the Diana. It first bore

fruit in 185 7. It l>egan to ripen its fruit the 20th of August,

was l)etter the 25th, and ripe and very good indeed the 1st

of September. Tlioroughly shaded it does not color so well

but ripens well. The form of bunch is precisely like

Grizzly Frontignan.

Campbell.—Has it rotted an}'^

De. Geakt.—It has never been troubled with rot nor mil-

dew. This season my Delawares were touched with mildew,

but this, beside it, showed none. It has a hardy leaf. I do

not protect the vine— it is perfectly hardy. It is hardier in

leaf than any other grape I know of. At its first setting it

shows the transparency of the foreign grape. It is extremely

productive.

I do not know of any other grape which can carry through

to perfect ripeness such a crop of fruit. It has been grown

from Delaware to Vermont. The Delaware ripens scatter-

ingly, this evenly and at the same time. It is safe to state

that it is as early as the Delaware. I do not lay it down in

winter. Never have lost one for want of protection. Have

had other grapes rot when this did not rot. It has been kept

until spring—keeps any desirable length of time—until it

dries to raisins.

HoADLEY.—Have you made wine from it?

Dr. Geant.—]N^o, I have never made wine from it, but

must has been made and weighed, and it weighs about the

same as the Delaware.
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Downing.—I have fruited it three years. If it does as

well the next three years as it has the tliree ])ast, shall

think it one of the best grapes we ha\"e in all respects.

Mead.—I suppose I have fruited tlie lona in greater j)er-

fection than Dr. Grant himself I have fruited it six years.

It ripens its wood thoroughly and holds its leaves well. It is

as free from disease as any grape I ever knew. It is a good,

hardy, healthy vine. It is a good grape—there may be some

difference of opinion as to how good it is.

Israella,

Dr. Grant.—The Israella ripens from the surface towards

the center. It ripens earlier than any grape I've ever culti-

vated, and keeps as well as any, with two or three exceptions.

It keeps easily until the first of March. 1 he Isabella is prob-

ably its parent. The wood is hardy—never liad any protec-

tion. It is much earlier—full two weeks-—than the Delaware.

It is ripe and good to eat before the Hartford Prolific has

turned. It is tlie best early grape. The bunch is six inches

long and shouldered on one side.

Difina,

Bateham.—There is a disagreement with us about the

quality of this grape and the time of ripening. I should

like to hear it talked about.

Knox.—I have a great regard for it—it is among the

best grapes. The viue is a little tender and must be protec-

ted. Protect it, and the tendency is to overbear, hence I am
compelled to prune it severely. In a selection of five varieties

of grapes, I would put it in. It is a good table grape, a

good wine grape and a good keeper. I prune it severely in

I^ovember to prevent over bearing.

Arnold,—The Diana is a shy bearer with me, although I

protect it. Will it bear high cultivation ?

Knox.—Yes, I think it will.

Field.—It bears sparsely with me—does not fill its

bunches well. Alongside of it are thirty varieties, and I

can get more fruit from one Delaware vine than from all the

Diana vines I have.
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Edwards.—I wish to ask Mr. Knox aljoiit his summer

pruning of this variety. Do you summer prune severely ?

Knox."—No more than I give to other varieties.

BoRT.—It succeeds well in Western Michigan—ripens

well ; was ripe two weeks ago.

Dr. Grant.—Since the third year I cultivated it ; I have

not failed to get a good crop from it. It rots a little when

other varieties rot badly. It becomes good to eat early but

is not perfectly ripe until late in the season. It is second only

to the Delaware for wine—superior to the Catawba. The

fruit buds will not be developed close to the base of the

vine if allowed to grow too long.

Langworthy.—I have a vine planted over the dead body

of a horse, and it has not given satisfaction—run to wood

and bore sparsely.

Diana Hamburg,

A New Hybrid, exhibited by Jacob Moore of Brighton,

N. Y., was introduced by H. E. Hooker, who says. This

was a cross between the Black Hamburg, and Diana—the

result of patient effort in cross fertilizing, using the native

grape as the mother plant, and the foreign for impregnation.

Although a native, it really looks more foreign. The
experiments of Mr. Moore pro^'e that the foreign and native

grapes can be crossed. There is no doubt as to the fact

that this is a hybrid.

Jacob Moore.—The grape, when ripe, is dark crimson.

The sample is not perfectly ripe. I fruited out of doors. I

think it perfectly hardy. It was wound about wnth straw

last winter and tied to a trellis.

Mead.—I consider this a very promising grape indeed. It

is unmistakably a hybrid. The Diana is not only an excel-

lent grape, but the mother of more good grapes than any

other I know of.

Rogers' Syhrid.

Campbell.—I know there is a difference of opinion as

to whether these grapes are hybrids or not. I believe them
to be hybrids; but I believe the female parent so poor a
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grape as to render them nearly valueless, I regard Xo 3 the

best of them, and l^o. 4, next best.

Thomas.—Xo 9 is a very beautiful grape of the Catawba

type, and has a Catawba flavor. It is earlier, larger and

handsomer than the Diana, though ]:)robably inferior in flavor.

Campbell.—1 have fruited Xo. 0, but do not regard it as

highly as Xo. 3.

Bergex.—I have fruited 17 of these hybrids. So far

as flavor is concerned, have i'ound but one that I can call

very good—Xo. 5. It has a small bunch, berries medium

size, flavor very good. I found Xo. 44 the earliest. It was

ripe before I left home. I have marked as promising, Xos.

43, 41, 33, 13—which may mean 15—4, 3. Marked 5 as

best flavored. All have borne. Have been struck with the

proliflc character of some of them. Xo 13—as I have it, 4,

-—-43, 41 and 33 may be named us proliflc. I have a very

good opinion of these from one year's fruiting.

Ca^ipbell,—My Rogers' Hybrids were left unprotected

last winter. Xo. 1, 15 and 19 v\-ei-e somewhat injured.

Xo. 3 is the hardiest of them. Xo. 4 next, the latter being

injured about as much as the Concord. The others are toler-

ably hardy. The thermometer "was 15 to 10 deg. below zero,

succeeding quite warm weather, I liave ripened Xo. 1, which

is rather insipid and flavorless—large and handsome, howev-

er. It is not early—ripens about with the Isabella. Xo. 15

seems to suit the palates of nniny who test it much better

than it suits mine. I do not like it as well as Xo. 4, which

is the most proliflc of them all, and a better grape than the

Concord.

Bergen.—With me, Xo. 44 is earlier than the Delaware,

Xo 9 was partially winter-killed. Several of these hybrids

are decided by visitors to my place to be superior to the Con-

cord and Hartford Proliflc.

Barry.—I have seen no evidence that these grapes are

hybrids, though whether they are or not does not aflfect

their value. My own opinion is that Mr. liooERS has made

some mistake. I do not believe he has intended to deceive

anybody as to their orio'in.
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Campbell,—I have not any doubts that inany of these

grapes are hybrids, and some of them exhibit the charac-

teristics of the Connecticut Mammoth, the Fox grape on

which this cross was made. Others have the appearance of

the foreign grape; and I regard this fact good evidence that

these are hybrids. No. 4 is so very like Black Hamburg in

appearance, that I could not tell them apart without tasting

of them.

MooRE.—There is no doubt w^hatever that they are hybrids.

The No. 4 is like a foreign grape. The leaf resembled it

also.

HoAG.—I have several of these hybrids. No. 33, exposed,

killed to the ground. All were left uncovered. The rest

stood the winterwell. No. 1 mildews this year. Its fruit

is large and line. No. 4 surpasses all others in cluster. Not

one of them ripened with me last year. There is not anything

very valuable about any of them.

Paesoxs.—I move, Mr. President, that the Fruit Com-

mittee be instructed to report at the next meeting such, of

these hybrids as really have merit, with names to be adopt-

ed by the Society, with the consent of Mr. Rogees. This

motion was adoped.

Isabella.

Presented by P. C. Reynolds.

Bateiiam.—This sample resembles that known as the

Aiken in Ohio.

Reynolds.—I know nothing about the history of this

grape. I found it on a place to which I removed last fall

—soil sandy—the grape trained to a trellis.

HoADLEY.—We have this grape with us. It is not the

Isabella of Southern Ohio, but we have always called it

Isabella. It is a better grape. I have never heard it called

Aiken.

Pres. Waedee.—It is a frequent circumstances that the

Isabella is found in this form in localities. Taking cuttings

from such vines and planting, the result is a most unmistak-

able Isabella.
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Bateham.—We liave coiiclnded in Oliio tliat I't is (lie

result of culture and local" influences instead of being a

distinct variety.

Hooker.—At our Fruit Growers' Societj-'s meeting last

year, Isabellas were exhibited by Mr. Beach of this city,

of such ponderous size that it was doubted if they were
Isabellas. But I examined the vine, and found it to be an

Isabella, with bunches double the usual size. I think there is

no question but these samples are Isabellas.

To KaloH,

Mr. Knox, was asked to say something about this grape,

I have hardly made up my mind as to the To Kalon yet.

I would not recommend it tor general culture.

Mercekox.—Rotted badly the present year with us. I do

not consider it valuable.

Mead.—It is liable to so many casualties it should be

passed.

Langwortuy.—^It perished in my vineyard last winter,

Harkens.—I have nothing to say in its favor. It is not

adapted to tlie valley of the Susquehanna.

Dr. Grant.—I have fruited it fifteen years. Compared
with the Isabella and Catawba it is valuable for cultivation.

But with its present disposition to rot it should l)e rejected,

HooPES.—We got only one perfect crop from it in ten

years,
Liyilla,

Campbell of Ohio.—It is a good growing vine ; Avhen

young it mildews. The berry is large, bunches medium,

quality like the Rebecca—fine flavor. It ripens at the same

time as the Rebecca, bears l)etter, is a stronger grower and

has better foliage. Color of fruit light green—amber in the

sun—berry is larger than Rebecca and I like it about as well.

Mead.—I have grown this fruit. The vine is a good

growler and fruit good—not first rate. For vineyard culture

it takes a position above the Rebecca, But it is not

sufHciently good in all respects to warrant its recommenda-

tion for general cultivation. In localities it must be regarded

p-ood-
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Allen'n Hybrid.

Mead.—It is a good grape. Have been successful in

growing it. It is tender, sweet, and has a flavor that reminds

me of some of our foreign grapes. It is not to be recommen-

ded for general vineyard culture. It mildews when exposed

—becomes so covered witli it that toward the last of

the season it loses its leaves. It is a handsome and good

grape, a'nd should be on the Amateur's list. I would place

it pretty liigh for an amateur's grape, and excellent for the

vineyard in places.

HovEY.—This grape has been before the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society ten years. It is a true hybrid. I

have grown it indoors equal to the Golden Chasselas. Out-

of-doors, at first, it was rather inferior, but later years it is

getting better and better. Vines of it on Mr. Allen's

grounds have no more mildew^ on them than the Hartford

Prolific. It is a far better grape than we had an idea it was

at first. It will do well planted anywhere tliat the Delaware

and Rebecca will do well, and it mildews no more than these

grapes. I think you may set it down as one of the best

grapes. With us it has more than met our expectations.

B. B. PiiossEK of Yates Co., IST. Y.—I have fruited it. It

stood exposed last winter and came safely through. It has

showed some inclination to mildew, but the leaf is as hardy

as that of the Rebecca, and it is a better grape.

Downing.—It is the earliest grape I have, and keeps well.

Terrill.—I liave one vine fruiting. It bore twenty

bunches. I have not a perfect bunch on the vine.

Dr. Grant.—I have fruited this grape five years. It is

as vigorous a grower as the Isabella—remarkably free from

mildew. With me it grows better and better. It is a fine

amber colored grape. Much better than the Rebecca with

me.

HoAG.—With me it is as vigorous a grower as the Isabella.

Mead.—I think so much of it that I do not hesitate to

recommend it wdiere it can be sheltered.
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31iles.

Information was asked for, concerning this grape,

Downing said :—It is a good grower, early, hardy, very

productive and fine flavor.

Bergex.—I have fruited it. Of over fifty native grapes

I have, this is the earliest.

IIooPES.—-I introduced it eight or ten years since. It

ripens with us the last of August—is the earliest grape with

us. It is a strong grower, hardy and productive- pleasant

flavor.

C'ttt/ahoffa^

Campbell.—It is too late for ripening in my latitude.

It requires a season fully as long as the Catawba. It

mildews when young. It is hardier than I expected. It and

Colnian's W^hite are identical.

Pres. Warder.—They are identical.

Harkexs.—It has not proved satislactorv with me. It

does not ripen—is a Fox grape.

Pres. Warder.—There is a Fox grape called the Colman's

White, which is distinct from the Cuyahoga.

Mead.—Tlie Cuyahoga ripens too late. I have a vine

called Colman's White and another called Cuyahoga, hut

they are not alike. The vines are quite distinct. It may
be that the vine sent me as Colman's White is not true.

Ives' JMadeira.

Pres. Warder.—It is a hardy, productive grape, and

makes a delightful red wine. It is growing in favor as a

wine grape.

Isabella.

T. W. Field moved that the Isabella grape be transferred

from the list for general cultivation, to that for special culti-

vation. He said people were misled by the present fruit list,

expending a large amount of money, with no adequate

result. The Society ordered that the Isabella be so trans-

ferred.

A gentleman suggested, in this connection, that some
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cliaraeter should be used in reports, to indicate what fruits

had been tried and proved failures in the different localities

from which reports were made.

Adiroiidac.

Further experience from other members was called for,

concerning this grape.

PuLL^N.—We have fruited it. It was ripe with us three

weeks ago. It is earlier than Hartford Prolific and Delaware.

Field.—It must be concluded that w^e can judge nothing

of the general character of a grape, from a single fruiting,

Whitlock.—I have on the same trellis the Adirondac

and Delaware, Tlie former was ripe the fourth of Sep-

tember, and the Delaware was hardly turning. I think the

Adirondac among the best early grapes, and the earliest

grape in Vermont. It is of good quality

Hartford Prolific.

Knox.—The Hartford Prolific is the best early grape

yet thoroughly tested by me. There are others that I

hope will prove more valualile. It ripens the latter part of

August perfectly. Dr. Reid may find some tendency to

disease in it, but I can find none ; it is entirely free from

disease with me. It is productive. Twelve vines bore for

me, last year, .sv> hundred and twenty-six pounds. It is a

good grape when perfectly ripe. The fruit does not drop.

Harkens.—It falls from the bunch, wherever I am
acquainted with it.

Field.—With me, it is necessary the blossoms should

be forward before the rosebug appears. Because of its

earliness it succeeds with me. Twenty out of thirty of

those who visit my grounds, like the Hartford Prolific, as an

eating grape.

Knox.—Although I esteem the Hartford Prolific very

highly as a valuable early grape, I would not reccomend

planting very largely of it. All in all, there is no grape so

valuable for the table, and for market as the
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Concord.

Nine-tenths of those who visit my grounds and store,

prefer it to the Delaware. It improves as you go south. It is

better at Pittsburg than at Boston ; it is still better at St.

Louis. I have made a good wine from it, but do not consider

it the best wine grape. The Delaware makes a better wine,

and is the best wine grape we have.

Saunders.—The Concord is excellent at Philadelphia,

and better at AVashington, so that visitors prefer it to any

other gi'ape we have, in its season. I wish to know if the

same grapes ripen in the same succession in different

localities.

Edwards.—Year before last, my Hartford Prolilic were

in market several days before those of a grower six miles

away. Last year his were ahead of mine, and this year

I had mine in market first. The Hartford Prolific and Con-

cord sold in our market (St. Louis) at 40 cents per pound

—

higher than any other grape. My Hartford Prolifics are

productive and saleable. The Concord sells better, with us,

than the Delaware, I never saw wine made from the Hart-

ford Prolific. I have seen Concord wine. It was pronounced

good, by good judges. Wines made of Concord, and Nor-

ton's Virginia, and another of Concord and Delaware mixed,

were pronounced very good. The DelaAvare has failed to

come up to our expectations as a wine grape. Its wine is

inferior to many other wines we have. The Concord will

make a very excellent wine in our region. The Clinton is

also one of our best wine grapes. It is certainly the wine

grape for the million.

Kelsey, of Ills.—With us the Concord is the market

grape—is preferred side by side with the Delaware. As a

market fruit it is ahead of all others.

Willard.—In what is known as the Military Tract, of

our state, the order of ripening of grapes is very capricious.

This year the Delaware and Concord ripened at the same

time—the first of September. The Isabella was a week

later. The Catawba had not colored at all. There
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have been seasons when the Catawba ripened before the

Isabella. I make this statement in response to Mr. Saun-

ders' inquiry.

Field.—It is a fact that the million prefer the Concord,

or the Hartford Prolific, to the Delaware. I think the

Deleware ahead of all other grapes. A wine dealer and

importer, of long experience in iSTew York, informs me
that he has produced a perfect imitation of Sherry, from

the Concord juice. He buys all the Concord grapes he can

get hold of for this purpose. Says he can sell it as well as

imported Sherry.

Bergen.—I have observed that with me the Concord

has been earlier till this year than the Delaware.

This year the Delaware is earlier. Last year my Concords

rotted badly; there was no rot among the Delawares. I

have changed my opinion in regard to the Concord in my
locality. The Hartford Prolific did not rot beside it. The
Concord rotted badly at Dr. Underhill's. It rotted badly

with us last year.

CLTLTIYATION OF YINEYAEDS.

Dr. Warder,—There are various opinions as to best

modes of cultivating the vine. Some prefer Nature's way
—imitate the way she cultivates her forests, mulching to

a considerable extent. In Ohio we cultivate by horse power.

Formerly we used to plant close—three by four, and four by

four feet aj)art—the sides of the hills even closer, because it

was supposed there would be obtained better circulation of

air, and a better crop of fruit. Experience has proven that

exposure is of little moment with us. The period of ripen-

ing depends more upon the condition of the soil, and the

character and condition of the vine. As before said, the

Germans selected the hill-sides, and planted closely, cultiva-

ting with the forked hoe. But the Americans soon began to

plant wider, and use a light plow to cultivate with. This is

now the practice generally adopted in new plantations. For
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Held culture, shallow cultivation with the plow" is found most

profitable. Horse culture has one disadvantage—that with-

out care the roots are cut olF and dragged out of the

ground. It is proposed to remedy this by cutting off the

surface roots.

Too much care cannot be Ijestowed in tlie preparation of

the soil^—in its disintegration to the greatest possible depth.

The limit of this labor is only to be determined by answering

the question, Will it pay to expend a large sum in this prepa-

ration ? It is found to be a sufficiently good preparation with

us to expend $20 to $25 per acre in prej^aring the soil, bv

trenching with a Michigan Double plow, fifteen inclies deep,

and following in its path with a sulisoil plow, lifting the soil

six or eight inches deeper. By this means the trenching is

done rapidly and thoroughly, and at comparatively small

cost. We plow and cross-plow the surface until it is in good

tilth. We do not manure ; we cannot afibrd it ; and if we
could, we do not want to until we take oft' three or four

crops.

Knox.—Dr. Wakder has descril)ed my mode of preparing

the soil, very welL Tliere is a great deal of mystery

thrown around grape culture. Bnt practical questions—

which relate to the solution of this question, "How shall we
grow grapes r'—are. Where are the best grapes grown?

What are the varieties cultiyated { And wdiat is the system

adopted^ We must get rid of this idea of mysterious man-

ipulation, and let it be known that grape culture is simple

culture—that any man with common intelligence, and a

common knowledge of horticulture, can grow grapes success-

fully.

After preparing my soil l)y trenching and thoroughly pul-

verizing it, I plant in rows 8 feet apart and 6 feet apart in

the row. The third year after planting, I put up trellis, and

and take a crop. Betw^een the grape rows, I plant three

rows of strawberries, from which I take cro]">s the second,

third, and fourth years. I cultivate those strawl)erries, and

and keep the ground clear about the grapes, with a hoe. I

am afraid of plows among the grape vines. I sometimes let
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tlie cultivator go through it, but never the plow. My straw-

berry crop pays the expense of culture up to the time the

grapes bear, and more too. 1 do not pinch oft" any vines the

first year, at all. Let them grow, and train to a stake.

Thomas,—The form of the teeth used in Share's Harrow,

admirably adapts them to grape culture. Tliey pulverize

the soil twice as deep as the common harrow, at the same

time that they press downward like a roller, instead of tear-

ing out the roots like other harrow teeth. This harrow

has one fault—the teeth are made of cast iron, and soon

wear out or break. If made of steel, they would be durable,

and always keep sharp.

Dr. Geant.—Cultivators with steel teeth so guaged that

they will not cut up I'oots, are used in France in vineyard

culture, and greatly diminish the cost of cultivation. They

are perfectly free from objection on this account.

There it is regarded an advantage to cut off the surface

roots. They act under the influence of tlie sun in spring

before the h^wer ones. For three or four years tliey are cut

off a depth of the width of a man's hand ; for tliese surface

roots damage the vine—enfeeble it. Mottiee, of Ohio

adopted this practice of cutting off surface roots in his cul-

ture. These roots are annual as well as the leaves.

Kelsey.—In our preparation of land, we have given up

the use of the Michigan sub-soil plow. We follow our

ordinary surface plow with a deep tiller plow, which cuts a

depth of 10 inches, and then follow with a sub-soil plow stir-

ring inches deeper. In this M'ay we get the work done

with less labor.

Dr. Warder.—Our vineyardists train on stakes mainly.

In tying the third 3'ear, you are supposed to have cut back

the weaker cane to two eyes. It is a spur. The bow is to

be made from the other cane, two or three feet long. Some
prefer to have the main stalk rise a foot from the ground.

This bow is fastened at the top, and at the center of the bow,

and the bows are made to stand in a line with the stakes, so

as to enable the cultivator to plow between the rows. One
of the objects in training the vine in this way, is to insure

that the top and bottom buds shall break alike.
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A good deal of summer pruning is done—all the surplus

wood is taken out—one of the two shoots from each eye—the

weaker—is removed—the suckers are removed, unless we
want to renew the vine. The Germans think no one should

go into the vineyard wlien the grapes are in blossom. The
object of summer pruning, is to regulate tlie growth of the

wood. Some go through and thin as soon as the shoots show

where the bunches are to be. As soon as the shoots show

flower buds, we take off the wood at the second bud, and

pinch off the bearing shoot early, so that the leaves oppo-

site the grape bunches are very large, and a lateral growth

is started. The object is to get a new and vigorous growth

of leaves close to the grapes, and pinching early, so as to get

large leaves. Xow we break off the laterals—some of us

pinch—-leaving one leaf. Instead of cutting off the vine, we
bend it at the top.

Thomas.—I am inclined to think tliat in tliis country,

vines are planted too thickly. The Cincinnati culturists

copy from the European vineyards. It is certainly a beau-

tiful sight, to see those grapes in tlie vineyards trained

on stakes, covering the hill-sides about Cincinnati, But I

have seen near that city, Catawbas growing trained on the

trellis, with three or four times the i\K)m given them in stake

training, producing wonderful crops of better fruit.

Dr. Grant,—It matte s little what system of training

is adopted—whether on stake or trellis. I would plant

but three or four feet apart. After a vine is once estab-

lished, it does not increase in the amount of room it requires.

It becomes less and less every year. Excellent wine is

never made from vines less than ten years old. It is difti-

cult to keep vines uniform, I have never been able to do

it. I have tliem planted seven, nine and ten feet apart.

The rule should be in training, to make tlie vine till all the

space on the trellis.

Field.—I have planted the vine some. I plant three

and six feet apart. My trellis consists of ten wires, ten

inches apart, tlie iirst wire being eighteen inches from the

ground. I would plant the Delaware three feet apart in the
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row, and six feet between the rows. By my system I carry

the first vine to the first wire, tlie second to the fourth, and

the third to the seventh.

HovEY.—Can vines so trained be protected by laying

down '(

Field.—They cannot be protected.

HovEY.—It seems to me the plan adopted of trellising the

peach in France, at an inclination of 45 degrees, would be

valuable applied to grapes in this country, so as to facilitate

laying down.

Thomas.— I think tliis suggestion is a valuable one.

Have seen such training successful here.

Dr. Grant.—In France the vine is laid down always.

It is bent in its early training, so as to facilitate this work.

Saunders.—In grape growing, the subject of suitable

trellisino; demands serious attention. It is worthy of trial

whether poles would not answer a better purpose than

wire trellis. The best and earliest grapes are invariably

produced on strong terminal shoots, and any mode of ])run-

ing and training that would ensure the entire croji on such

growths, would be a step in tlie right direction. This may

be secured by pruning on what is known as the spurring

system, with the important exception that no fruit should be

taken from spurs, and instead, the spurs cut close out, a

fresli cane would be started yearly to occupy the space that

would otherwise be occupied by spurs. This would be the

beau ideal of renewal. I hold two undeniable facts in grape

culture: 1st, that the best fruit is produced on the strongest

and best ripened shoots, and 2nd, that shoots produced from

spurs, never mature so thoroughly as those produced from

terminal buds. Further, that properly ripened fruit will

never be produced from unripened wood. Fruit apparently

well colored, may be seen on green growths, but such fruit

does not possess the chara(;teristics of a well ripened bunch

of grapes.

Knox.—We have learned one important lesson in grape

culture. It is that foreign vines are not adapted to this

country. So foreign modes of training are not adapted to
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this country. My mode is—and it succeeds well in the

vineyard, and I produce sjood grapes—to have the third year

two arms to each vine, each three feet long, and I practice

the renewal system. My object is to cover my trellis, from

top to bottom with good fruit. The strips of whicli my trel-

lis is made are put on vertical, nine inches apart from centre

to centre. Each vine occupies eight of these strips. I am
not confined to the renewal system exclusively^ I summer
prune considerably, taking off all surplus wood. But, gen-

tlemen, I repeat, this work of growing grapes is not complex.

We must make it plain that it is not.

IIovEY.—1 like the remarks of my friend Knox. The

idea we want, and should seek to convey, is, that grapes are

only produced on young loood, and the trellis must be cov-

ered with young wood.

Knox.—We must give our American vines more room

—

just as Young America requires it, so do our American

vines. You cannot confine and control them in our climate

and soil, as the vines of Europe are controlled and confined.

IIovEY.—I have found the foreign grape mure difficult to

control here than the natives. The idea that should be

impressed is that the effort should be to cover the trellis

with young wood—if we can only induce people to do this,

and be soniewluit systematic in getting it, they will get

grapes.

Fii:LD.—The only vines that have proved unmanageable

with me, on the Tliomery system of training, are the foreign

vines.

The Money Bee and the Grape.

George Hoadley.—There is a matter which has been

agitating the members of our Cincinnati Horticultural

Society, which it seems to me proper should be broached

here. It is : Is the honey bee an enemy to the grape ? There

is a difference of opinion on the subject among us in Ohio.

It is strongly asserted, however, that it has the power, and

does injure the grape crop.
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PEARS.
Doyenne du Coniice.

HovEY, of Mass.—Tliis is a new pear. We have fruited it

at Boston. At first there was some doubt as to its liardiness,

and it was said to drop easily. But we find it is no more

faulty in these respects than many others. The tree is

healthy, vigorous, upright grower, and ripens its fruit readily.

We think it unexceptionable. It is better than the Doyenne

Boussock. It keeps till the 10th of December. It is in full

maturity the last of jSTovember. It has a short stem, and

blows off more easily than the Urbaniste.

Field.—I have heard it asserted that it spotted like the

Glout Morceau.

IIovEV.—It does not spot with me. I should think it an

early bearer on pear stock. It resembles Beurre Superfin as

a grower.

Mead.—It is large size, tender, juicy, and spicy ; to be

highly recommended.

Downing.—My experience with it is the same as Mr.

Hovey's, in every respect.

IJes Tongres

Was presented as exhibited by liovey ite Co., of Boston.

HovEY,—By some accident our principal cultivators have

been unfortunate in the cultivation of this pear. The tree is

probably rather more tender than many of our pears. But

it is a fine, beautiful pear. The specimen before yon grew

on dwarf The tree drops its leav^es rather early, but this

occurs only on damp soils. As cultivated by amateurs with

us, it is quite a good pear. It does not transplant well—the

roots do not seem to get hold of the soil. It requires careful

handling, but I think it will prove a very good ])ear. Nine

years old trees are full of fruit. I regard it a valuable ])ear,

notwithstanding its peculiarities. It succeeds well on pear

stock.

Smith.—It is with me a tender tree and poor grower.

It is a rich pear, but too acid for my taste. I could not

recommend it for extensive cultivation.
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Houghton.—I have two liiiiidred trees of this variety.

It is the poorest wood on my place. It is a feeble grower

—wood similar to Winter Nelis. It winter-kills with me,

which is unusual with other pears. It is a difficult thing to

manage.

ITovEY.-—For ten or twelve years I have been unable to get

fruit from it, on my stiif clay loam, but these specimens are

from my neigbor's orchards, on sandy soil, where it grows fine.

I think it needs light sandy soil. It does not do well on stiff

soils.

Downing.—I have fruited it. It is a fine amateur pear,

and vigorous grower. It is one of the vinous pears. Dwarf-

ed it does not thrive with me.

Field.—Grafted on dwarfs, it is vigorous ; no signs of

tenderness with me. My soil is sandy. This fruit will

become more a favorite as trees get age. It is my experi-

ence with many varieties, that we pass judgment upon them

too soon. Several pears I abandoned several years ago are

recovering. I have excellent fruit on trees of Passe Colmar,

Grey Doyenne, etc., fifteen to twenty years old.

Hooker.—I have fruited this pear. On light soil it is a

fine penr for those who like vinous pears. It is, as Dr.

Houglilon says, a bad grower—poor wood.

Wilmington Pear.

Mead.—This is one of Dr. Brinckle's seedlings ; it is just

below medium size, tender, melting, spicy, first-rate.

Sheldon.

Hooker.—With us this is one of our very best, and what is

known of it is favorable to it.

IIovKY,—In Boston it is the finest pear of its season, both

as re":ards ii;rowth of tree and character of fruit. It has no

defect. It was once regarded tender, but it does not prove to

be so. The remarks of Mr. Field as to waiting in order to

determine the quality of pears do not apply to this one. But

it may be well to say, that if we come to the point, as a Soci-

ety, of saying that we must wait twenty years to determine

the quality of the pear, we shall do a very good thing.
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HoADFEY.—The Sheldon is one of the best of pears in

onr State. It is hardy and excellent.

Kelsey.—It is hardy in Illinois, as far north as Wisconsin.

Habkens—-It Jias proved very satisfactory with us.

Mead.—It is one of those universally good pears against

which nobody has anything to say.

Edwards.—It has done well and given excellent satis-

faction in our State.

Hovey.—It does not do well on the quince. Gentle-

men should understand this. It is nearly as early a bearer

as the Bartlett. The general appearance of the tree is

exceedingly ornamental.

Barry.—It succeeds well double-worked.

Thomas.—1 have succeeded well with it double-worked.

Mead.—It bears well on the pear stock, and constantly.

It does well on the quince with me, and is a larger pear

than on pear stock.

Ellwanger.—It will not do on the quince.

HovEY.—Has not Mr. Mead's dwarfs struck root from the

pear ?

Mead—I think not, as I plant shallow.

Kelson.—Althougli my Sheldon trees were injured on the

end shoots a little, they did not otherwise suffer by the severe

weather. I think it full as hardy as any of my pears.

BoRT.—With us it is a hardy and favorite variety.

Beurre Clairgeau.

Barry.—It is not so melting a pear as it ought to be. It

bears young, and on the whole I regard it a valuable pear.

It does not do well on quince stock. It is a splendid market

pear.

Field.—It has great beauty of color. In New York

market they want a yellow pear, and they will purchase

Jargonelle and other uneatable pears in preference to Louise

Bonne de Jersey and other good pears, because of their

beauty. Beurre Clairgeau is hardy as a tree, and is a line

market pear. It is prolific, bears regularly, and does not

drop its fruits. It is not so good quality as I should wish it.

I have eaten better specimens of it than I have grown.
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HovEY.—It is a handsome and excellent market pear. On
some trees it is russety, and these specimens are excellent. It

is really a very fine pear, good bearer, good grower, and a

handsome tree. It is destined to be an excellent grower on

pear stock ; it does not do well on the quince. I think we

ought to talk more about it, and plant it largely.

Houghton.—It had, early, a great reputation at Phila-

delphia. N^o pear has had more said about it in that city.

I have about 500 trees double-worked and on pear stock.

It is a fine grower on pear and on quince if properly

managed. Its foliage has a dispo^^ition to spot. It has suf-

fered from the winter in the nurseries of Western New York.

Its quality is very variable with us. It is not a very excel-

lent pear. It is showy and good for market, but its quality

cannot be said to be very good—at least I have never seen it

quite first-rate.

SMrrn.—It is not hardy with me—not so very hardy

—

not more so than the Bartlett.

Ellwanger.—I am astonished at Mr. Smith's comparison of

its hardiness with that of the Bartlett ! The Beurre Clairgeau

is hardy with us.

Beurre Latkgelier.

Barry.—-Itdoes not bear young. It is a good early winter

pear. It keeps longer than Beurre d'Anjou and Beurre Diel.

It is a very good pear.

IIovEY.—'It does not bear till it attains great age. It is im-

patient of the knife. Trees, on pear stocks, twenty-five feet

high, which have not been pruned during the past five years,

are bearing well. It is as great a bearer as we have, but we

must wait fifteen or twenty years for it ; and if pruned, it

will not bear ev^en then. It is a juicy, vinous, spirited fruit

—

a good winter fruit. We cannot get them ripe in December,

and it keeps with us till the first of February,

Thomas.—A dwarf, planted six or seven years since, in

mv trarden. is in full bearing.
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Bonne (VEzee.

Field.—This fruit is a type of excellence, ripened oft' the

tree.

Barky.—The tree is compact, nicely formed, but the bark

cracks, and so does the fruit sometimes.

Field.—A little better culture than is usually given it ren-

ders the bark smoother.

Doyenne d'Alencon.

Bergen.—It is a pear of good quality and a good keper

with me.

EllwanCtEr.—It grows better with us as it groAvs older. It

is a line bearer, and the fruit is of good quality.

Houghton.—^It is an excellent winter pear—substantial,

easily managed, and very good.

Field.—There is not a single winter pear on the list which

succeeds on my soil, exce])t the Lawrence, which is hardly a

winter pear. Winter ±^elis is a tail pear with me.

Barry.—-This is a valuable pear—not quite as good as Eas-

ter Beurre. It is a hardy tree, and an excellent winter pear.

It keeps well till April.

Nelson.—I regard the whole list of winter pears a failure

—not perhaps in all localities, but as a general thing with

the people.

Houghton.—Those who grow winter pears, and know
nothing about ripening them, will be dissatisfied with them.

Winter pears are generally condemned because they are

not well managed. They require correct culture, picking

at the right time, and proper treatment in ripening,

Thomas,—I regard the remark correct, that winter pears

are a failure, except they are properly managed. It is a

remark that will bear general application. But the Lawrence

and Winter Nelis are not failures. They succeed generally,

Coliunhia.

Barry,—It drops from the tree—-otherAvise it is a splendid

pear.

Parsons,—When the trees get age, and are sheltered, it

does not drop.
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Mead.—^It is only a second-rate pear, and for the table

is worthless.

HovEY.^It is easily blown oil" by wind, but I never

knew it to drop. It is a valuable pear, and too much
overlooked. I do not know that it has any other defect. It

is by no means a pear of poor quality, though not the best.

It ripens up beautifully. This Society will some time think

more of it than now.

HoADLEY.—With us it is regarded a first-rate table limit.

It does drop, but the fallen fruit ripens, even though it falls

before the period of maturity. It is a great bearer. It does

not keep later than the middle of December with us.

Queen of Augnsti

Harkens.—I should like to hear from members about

this pear. I got it of Wm. R. Prince. I regard it a good

pear.

Downing.—It is the same as Hosenschenk.

Stevens' Genesee,

Barry.—This pear is a native of this country. It is not

high flavored, but good. It rots quick—must be used soon

after gathering.

Hooker.—^It is variable M'ith me—'Some trees good, others

not.

Barry.—It must be picked early.

AndreiVs,

Hovey.—It has recently been sent to this country under

another name—Beurre Andinot. It is a good pear.

Warder.—It is an early bearer, and bears abundantly.

It is a vigorous grower.

Thomas.- -It bears early.

Field.—It is a slow grower with me.

Parry.—It succeds well with us.

HovEY.—It has a peculiar flavor—is not high flavored.

The skin is like the pond lily in flavor,

Warder.—We like it very much in Ohio.
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HovEY.—Tlie tree is hardy and a great bearer. It will

prove a very good market pear perhaps—brings a good price

in market.

Warder.—Its name ought to sell it now.

JBeurre <VAniaiilis.

Field.—It is quite indifferent in quality. It is large, pro-

ductive, and good in color. It is as near good for nothing as

can be.

Belle Lucrative.

BoRT.—The tree is hardy with us, but we want to know

more of it.

Warder.—I wish gentlemen would tell us how it gets the

name Belle Lucrative.

Smith.—It is a good i)ear—not showy.

i^ELsoN.—It is a good pear with us.

Beadle.—It blights badly with me.

Frost.—It bears young, and is an excellent pear. Its color

is an objection to it as a market fruit.

Bergen Pear.

Bergen.—It is not so good quality as the Bartlett. It is a

prolitable pear, however. It ripens in October, follows the

Bartlett in market, and sells at about the same price, it is

one of six of the most profitable pears in cultivation.

HoADLEY.—It takes remarkable well on the quince with

me.

Bergen.—It ripens later than Swan's Orange, bears early

on pear stock—not so early as Bartlett. It never bears heav-

ily, but bears every year evenly.

Beurre Hardy.

Barry.—It is a high flavored pear, much like Sheldon. It

is a good pear, but does not keep long enough.

Downing.—It is promising with me—a very fine pear. I

would not like to do without it.
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Flemish Seauty.

Nelsox.—I want two stars added to it for Northern Indi-

ana. It is the star pear for that part of the State.

Dr. Warder.—It is better north of 40 deg. 'N. hxtitnde

than south of it. It is splendid south of it, but rots at the

core.

Nelson.—It is good in Central Indiana, and I would add

two stars to it for that locality.

Beeler.—-I consent to the suggestion of Mr. Nelson with

reference to Central Indiana. It rots at the core in South

Indiana.

Bateiiam.—It is not a '' beauty •' in Ohi<», It varies very

much in character.

Dr. Warder.—-It is true of this pear in the south gener-

ally, but this year it is beautiful.

I>eurre tie Monfgei'on,

Field.—I move that Beurre de Montgeron or New Fred-

erick of Wirtemburg, be added to the list. Referred to the

committee on Revision of Fruit List.

fTaminette.

Ellwangek.—It is one of the finest gi-owere we have, i&

hardy, late in bearing-, fruit large, kee}>3 till the middle of

December. It is not "best,"" but is js, good ]>ear.

Barry.—The tree is quite ornamentaL

Smith.—Tlie fruit has a thick skin, and transports well,

HovEY.—It is an old pear, and has been cultivated about

Boston since I can recollect. It is not highly regarded, and

is rather declining in public estimation. It lacks flavor, does

not color, has a coarse thick skin, and is not desirable for

market, because it comes in competitioit with better, and

better looking peai*s with us.

Vicar of Winkfield.

Harkens.—I want to know about the quality of this

peai".

Field.—It is indispensable in a pear orchard.
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MuiR,—Twice in live years it has winter-killed in Mis-

souri—the only variety which killed with us.

BoRT,—It is hardy with us, and an early bearer.

Dr. "Warder.—It is a great cooking pear, and one of the

most valuable for canning.

Field.—My family cook no other when they can get

this pear, and when it is ripe they eat no other.

Beadle.—It has not a good flavor—a useless and worth-

less pear with me.

Thomas.—When we have a late, long autumn, it is pretty

good—not otherwise.

Downing.—I never saw one fit to eat in my life.

HovEY.—In France it is a juicy, good pear. It stands

high tliei-e. I think it is a useful pear. It sells well as a

market fruit. It sold in Boston as well as the Glout Mor-

ceau. It is not first rate, but it deserves attention.

Downing.—I ought to add, that it is the best of all cook^

ing pears I ever tried.

Belle Williams.

HovEY.—It is a fine tree, and a good winter pear. Keeps

till January. It is an English pear—originated on the same

grounds as the Bartlett.

Kjingsessiiiff.

HooPEs.—It is a good grower on quince. The fruit is

excellent. I think highly of it.

Parry.—It does well with us—gives great satisfaction.

HovEY.—There is but one objection to it ; it is blown off

the tree easier than I like it to be—excellent otherwise

Hooker.—The fruit of this variety is beautiful. The tree

is vigorous. It grows better as it grows older. It is a fine

grower on the Quince, also on its own stock. The young

trees resemble Stevens' Genesee in appearance. It ripens

here in October. I think it will become a good market

fruit.

HooPES.—With us it is ripe now, (loth September).

HovEY.—It never rots at the core.
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Frederika Hrenier.

Ellwangek.—It is an indifferent fruit.

Barry.—It is quite variable in quality.

Manning's Elizabeth.

Downing.—It is only a iirst rate amateur pear—too small

for market.

Bergen.—It is grown with protit. at Monmouth, X. J., I

have been told.

IIovEY.—It is considered the best early pear for market

with ns. It is a great bearer and sells well. It is ripe the

second or third week in August. It is considered a desira-

ble pear with us, coming before Tyson—Doyenne d'Ete

ripens before it. It ripens before Osband's Summer.

Dr. Houghton.—It is gaining in reputation in all direc-

tions.

Beeler.—I have seen it, and thiidc it one of the handsom-

est early pears; but it is small. We think highly of the

Beurre Giifard, in Indiana.

Kirtland.

Field.—It has proved entirely worthless with me—rots

badly inside.

DowNiN(;.—It rots on young trees; but on ohl trees it rots

but very little, and is a line pear.

Thomas.—The flavor is good ; sometimes excellent ; but

nnfortunatly it commonly rots at the core before the flesh

becomes soft. This difiiculty will probably destroy its value;

otherwise it might prove M'orthy ofgeneral cultivation

Hooker.—I have abandoned all idea tliat it will ever be

of any value.

HovEY.—It is faulty. We pick it about this time. It is

short-lived, rots easily, is not an abundant bearer when

young. Cannot say a great deal in favor of it.

3Iarie Louise.

Field.—It is large, fine, fair and of delicious flavor.

Downing,—^It improves as the tree gets age, like the Kirt-

land.
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Smith.—I have had line specimens of it this year. It is a

rich, juicy pear.

HovEY.—It is one of the finest pears, bnt tlie tree must

get age before it is good.

Houghton.—I cannot see why a tree should not perfect

fruit young, just as well as when old.

Oswego Seurre.

Hooker.—It is one of our best pears. It bears well with

me, and bears early, both as standard and dwarf. It some-

times cracks, and is not very attractive in appearance.

HooPES.—I have full crops of it every year, but no good

fruit.

Thomas.—It cracks badly ; when it does not crack, it is

rarely of much value.

Xelson.—That is my expereince exactly.

Bergen.—And mijie too.

Hovey.—It requires thinning in order to get good fruit,

but I think it will become valuable. ^With proper and

judicious cultivation and thinning out, it will be one of the

best pears.

3IusJcinguni.

Field—On pear stock it is a tine fruit.

Seurre Saplier.

Barry—It is an excellent pear—as delicious as Belle Lucra-

tive. We have fruited it two years, and I regard it a prom-

ising new pear.

Iloivell.

Barry—This is one of the most promising American pears.

It is not equal to the Slieldon in flavor. It is one month later

than the Bartlett. It rots at the core sometimes—is gener-

ally as free from it as any other. It is fair, and grows well on

the quince.
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PKESIDENT WILDER.

At this point Vice-President Warder read the following

telegram, which was received with cheers by the Society :

Boston, Sept. 15th.

American Pomological Society :—Thanks, many thanks, for the

unexpected honor of my re-election to the Presidency of the Ameri-

can Pomological Society. My hopes of recovery and of co-operat-

ing with the members again, induce me to accept the office.

Marshall P. Wilder.

The following Committee Avas appointed to prepare suita-

ble resolutions concerning deceased members :

Messrs. Field, Mead, Hoadlet and Nelson.

PEACHES.
Dr. Sylvester.— I have a seedling peach raised from the

Early Crawford, which ripens eight or ten days later. It is,

I think, a l)etter, iweeter peach. It has a tougher skin. I

have anothe]-, a seedling of George the Fourth, which is a

very promising white-fleshed peach. I have a very good crop

of peaches. My orchard is in an elevated position, protected

by woods.

Dr. Trimble.—It is an interesting fact that there is one

crop of peaches in this neighborhood, when the failure is so

general. Why is it (

Thomas.—Where the surface of the countrv is rollinsr,

or consisting of hills and valleys, the peach crop usually

succeeds on the hills, and often fails in the vallevs. An
old cultivator, near Palmyra in this State, show^ed me a hill

120 feet high, where the peach croj) had not failed once in

twenty years ; while on the land below they did not average

more than one crop in two years. In the Conhoctr>n Yalley?

peach trees themselves rarely survive many years, before being

cut down to the ground by frost, but on an adjacent hill, 400

feet high, I have seen an orchard that grew well and bore

regularly. [Several other similar instances were mentioned.]
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Near unfreezing lakes, the rev^erse is true, the open water

softening the intensity of the frost.

Dr. Tkimble.—In the h)w lands of New Jersey the peach

crop is often killed, while on the eleyated lands it is almost

uniforndy saved. The peaches of New Jersey used to be

grown on tlie low lands; now the uplands are selected for

orchards.

Moody.—Our country (Lockport, N. Y.) is leyel. We
liaye no hills, nor deep yallejs, and ordinaril}^ we are as

successful in growing a peach crop as any section of the

State. I think what ^ve most need is the protection of hedges.

Belts of timber would be of great importance to us. When
sheltered the peach orchards in our section produce more

uniforndy. We choose, ^vith us, the lowest ground if dry.

Dr. Trevible.—I have seen excellent samples this year that

were grown on soil resembling iron rust or ore. Messrs. Mar-

shall & Duston, of New Vernon, Morris Co., N. J., grew

them, and have had wonderful success in obtaining tine crops

with wonderfully high color. Their fruit, grown on this pecu-

liar soil, out-sells others because of the exceeding beauty of

the peach. They say they have had peaches on this iron-col-

ored soil, when on soil of a different kind they get none.

Male's Early.

Bateiia^m.—We regard it tlie very best our of early

peaches. It is a great acquisition. It is so much ear-

lier than the early varieties, that we need an intermediate fruit.

The tree is healthy, thrifty, hardy. The fruit is only too

good—too juicy for transportation at long distances. It is ten

days earlier than Troth's Early.

Marshall.—I can only endorse wdiat Mr. Bateham has

said concerning this peach.

Thomas.—At Isaac Pullen's, near Ilightstown, N. J.,

I found Hale's Early ripened by the aid of fire-heat. It

was gone by the first of June, wdiile Troth's Early was just

beginning to ripen. I think there is ten days' difi:erence in

the time of maturity.

Parry.—I can only corroborate as to the relative time
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of the ripening of tliese two varieties. Hale's Early is at

least ten days earlier than Troth's Early. I have it grow-

ing:, hut have not fruited it. The tree is healthv and all that

could he desired of the peach.

Mead.—It is the earliest good peach we have. It is of

good quality and a good bearer.

Peach Cultivation.

Geo. M. Beeler, of Indiana, who had been spending some

time among the peacli orchards of Delaware and New Jer_

sey, was called upon to give the result of his extended obser-

vations, which he did as follows : The ground is prepared for

planting, merely as for any common grain crop, and the trees

are set generally from eighteen to twenty feet apart—some-

times more and sometimes less—I believe, however, not often

wider than twenty feet. Some of the persons with whom I

conversed, thought that twenty-iive feet or even thirty feet

would be vastly better. The first two or three years the trees

are cultivated, and the intervals between the rows are occu-

pied by corn, potatoes or buckwheat. This latter is thought

by many to be the best of any, as the ground receives all the

culture necessary, and the nature of the grain is not such as

to absorb so mu.cli of the substance of the soil as some of the

others. Tliis does not look reasonable to me (althougli I may

be greatly mistaken) for Agricultural ('hemists and Vegeta-

ble Physiologists tell us, that the nature of the food of the

two kinds of plants is entirely different, the one hemg Arhor.

eous and the other Ilerhaceou!^, Aftei-the third year no crop

is sown or planted in the orcluird, l)ut the ground is frequent-

ly stirred and kept free from weeds by means of plows and

harrows. Generally three or four " bouts" or '" rounds" are

plowed next the row of trees with a side draft one-horse plow,

and the remainder M'ith the common two-horse plow.

The second cultivation is given when the weeds begin to

show plainly, and is performed either like the first operation,

or—what is mucli cheaper and more expeditious—by drag-

ging a good two-horse harrow at right angles with the plow-

ing. These operations are performed as often as the case
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requires, and the liest and most successful cultivators con-

tinue as late as the weeds or grass start. One man, who has

a very line orchard, said thsit jolowing should not be done after

the first of June, as it was liable to interfere with the young

roots, and consequently injure the tree.

The trees are generally " headed" at a height of from three

to four feet, and the branches grow very laterally. Mr. Cor-

bit, of Odessa, Del., thought that if they were headed at the

ground, the growth would be mucli more upright, and the

plowing next the trees would be done more easily to the man
and team, and M'itli less injury to the tree. The trees are

pruned after the crop is removed, and this consists in cutting

away all dead and broken branches—those that interfere with

or cross each other, and when too thick to admit snfhcient air

and suidight. Cutting-back is uot practised, and is not verv

well compreliended, I think. The result is that the extreme

length of the limbs necessarily bearing their fruit far from

the trunk, together with tlie matter of high heading, causes

many of the trees to l)e ruined every year by splitting down.

This would certainly l)e remedied, and perhaps almost entire-

ly done away with, if low heading and shortening were

adopted.

Mr. Merritt, of Middletown, Delaware, was fasteiiiu": his

trees together witli iron bolts where they liad split down, and

expected to reap benetits, not only from l><)Uin<j^ but also from

the oxide of iron which was thus to be introduced into and

disseminated through the system of the tree.

The trees do not usually bear a crop until the third year

from planting, though they are known to have paid as much
as one dollar per tree tlie second year. ThinniiKj is not prac-

tised, though eveiw man who had peaches admitted that the

fruit would be all the better for it, and that it would ])av.

The per centage to be taken oif nnist of course be determined

by the amount of the crop, but Irom such as the principal

part of this year's yield there should be removed about eighty

per cent. The Smocks and Yellow liareripes were particu-

larly full, and as a result the fruit was of no intrinsic A-alue,

and sold (or sometimes did not sell) at very low prices—fre-
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qiiently not enough to pay the expense of shipment alone.

This matter of thinning should be performed before the pe-

riod oi stoning or h-dvdemng of the seed, as the whole strength

and vigor of the tree is exerted in that direction during the

process. As an illustration showing tliat thinning will j)ai/,

I will say that a few orchards that I saw were extremely full

last year, and in the beginning of the present season the own-
ers expected no return from them whatever—as there appear-

ed to be almost none on the trees. When, however, the

gathering season came, they were surprised to find that they

had nearly as many bushels as their neighbors from the same
number of trees ; and the increased size, beauty and qualit)'

of the fruit caused them to realize much larger prices, even

in the height of the season and glut of the market.

The fruit is gathered when it is fjroimi—that is, when it

has attained its size and color, botli of skin ^\\(\. flesh. The
exact time may be regulated by the distances from market

;

but in Delaware it is picked about one week before the pro-

per time for maturing on the tree. The intention is to pick

the trees three different times—occasionally oidy twice—and

sometimes four times. This of course depends on the even-

ness of the maturation, the idea being that the fruit must

have attained all its })roper qualities from tlie tree, yet at the

same time be firm in fiesh, in order to go safely to market.

Those who have the largest orchards and carry on the busi-

ness with the most attention, care, and system, assort their

fruits into three classes—''Prime," " Xo. 1," and '* Inferior."

The first named contains nothing l)ut the best ; tlie last, those

wliicli arc bruised, si)ecked witli rotten, and having one side

green, or are small and decidedly poor. The second is a

medium l)etween the extremes, and contains none that pro-

perly belong in either of the others—especially the latter.

Tlie result of this is, that they obtain " Prime'" prices for

" Prime" peaches, and even more for their " No. 1" than per-

sons who send them indiscriminately mixed. In ordinary

seasons they obtain something for their ''culls;" but I saw

none being sent to market this year as such, though numy
that went as " common run" were no better than these cast-

inixs aside.
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The shipping is done both in baskets, holding about a half

bushel, and in boxes ranging from one-half bushel to two

bushels. Every one prefers baskets, but these large boxes

were used for shipping to distant markets. When baskets

are used, the cars for transporting them are so fitted up that

four tiers can be carried, and each one rest on different shelves
;

this is of course necessary, as the bottoms of the baskets are

much smaller than the mouths. Boxes were resorted to this

year in excess of any previous use, on account of the scarcity

of baskets. Tlie usual size holds two baskets, but is made in

an oblong shape, with a division in the middle. When these

are used the divisions in the car are of no use, as the box is

sufficiently strong to resist any jolts and jams with which they

would come in contact. Boxes will only last about two sea-

sons. Baskets from one to five, according to quality, and the

honesty of the connnission merchants. The best are those

made of white oak and hickory, split tolerably heavy. The

number of baskets required in proportion to the crop of fruit

is really astonishing, ranging from twenty to fifty per cent,

more. This depends much on the distance to market, and the

energy of the producer in hunting them up from the " mid-

dle men.'^

The varieties which are cultivated extensively are very few.

Hale's Early is at present attracting much attention, and all

the trees obtainable are being planted. Of tliose with which

they are already acquainted, the Troth's Early ripens hrst^ fol-

lowed by Early York or Honest, John, Yellow Kareripe,

Crawford's Early, Old Mixon Free, &c. The late sorts most

popular are Crawford's Late, Ward's Late, Smock, Crockett

White, Heath Free, Arc, &c. They have in Delaware a peach

called " Moore's Favorite," which closely resembles the Old

Mixon Free, and is said Ijy many t(.> be that variety. The

only points of difference observable in them were that it ripens

a little later than that variety, and was very much finer than

any which I saw. I was told, however, that this was only

true of the locality where these were, and that trees budded

from these were natural Old Mixons in other places. Reeves'

Favorite is also a very fine peach, somewhat resembling the
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Crawfords. Gray Rareripe is a peacli not named in anv cat-

alogue, but considerably disseminated, whose chief merits

seem to be its hardiness and great bearing qualities. It is of

only medium size and of decidedly inferior flavor and appear-

ance. It is said to be very profitable. Yellow-fleshed varie-

ties are almost universallj' good bearers and always well col-

ored. Stump of the World and Ward's Late are considered

amongst tbe best white sorts, especially the latter, which

bears every year.

A rain about the time of ripening is very disastrous, and if

there are indications of a storm, extra exertions are put forth

to get the fruit in one or two days in advance of maturation,

rather than allow it to remain and " M'eatlier" the rain. It is

also considered very bad poli(;y to g ther fruit while it is wet,

as it does not carry so well to market, and has a rough and

damaged appearance from the fuzz l»eing mashed and broken

in the handling and jostling.

It is l)ad policy to mix varieties—especially if of different

colors—in the same baskets. Clings are planted very spar-

ingly—indeed, I saw but one or two orchards Avhich contain-

ed any whatever, and the owners told me that they could find

no market fur them in any way. This seemed very strange

to me, for in the West we think no peach is fit to eat out of

hand, except a clins:, and they are also very highly prized in

the families for pickliug and ])reserving.

Of the diseiises to which tlie trees are liable, the "yellows"

of course stands foremost. I am not able to say anything

new on the snl)ject to you of the " yellow'' region, but what

I have seen may be of interest to the Westerners—though I

hope they will always have to go as far East as Delaware and

Jersey to see it. It has been settled that trees of all ages are

liable to this malady—though they are but seldom attacked

before the age of five or six years. The first indications in

the tree are a tendency to produce suckers or vmtersprouts,

generally on but one branch the first year. ^\q fruit on this

limb ripens several days before the regular time and before

the rest of the same tree. The second year the disease spreads

considerably in the tree, affecting it precisely like the first.
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and the tliircl year nearly always snffices to " finish" thein

entirely. That this disease is contagions there can be bnt lit-

tle donbt, as it has always been observed that trees immedi-

ately adjoining those infected are snre to show the incipient

symptoms the first year thereafter. The cause as well as

remedy still i-emains a mystery. Orchards have been known

to fail entirely by the ninth year, while others closely con-

tiffuous have fiouris^hed almost intact to the ao;e of eighteen

or twenty years.

The " Winter Wilt'" is known in Kew Jersey, though why
called '" Winter Wilt" in preference to " Summer Wilt" I

cannot see, as it appears in the summer instead of winter. It

seems to aft'ect thefruit rather than the tree, as the tree sliow-

ing tiie disease one year is not therefore liable to be so afl:ect-

ed the next. The cauf<e is unknown but the ej^ect is, that a

few weeks before time for maturity tlie fruit suddenly stops

its growth, and so remains until several weeks after its natu-

ral time for ripening, and never arrives at a state fit for use.

It looks reasonable to me that it is the result of a hack of

strength in the tree to perfect, at the proper season, the seed

—that is, it breaks down in going througli the " stoning pro-

cess."

Their trees are infested with borers in about the same way
as those of other parts of the country, and the same means

are employed in tight ing them.

They trim their trees immediately after the fruiting season

is over. It consists in cutting out dead and broken branches.

I saw no one who cut l)a('k his trees in spring, or '' headed

in." They cut back severely in planting—cut back to the

heiglit at which they want to make heads.

Dk. Tkimble.—During the first two years of the planting

we cultivate with buckwheat.

Thomas.—I have observed a great many orchards planted

and not taken care of. An orchard will come forward much
faster when well cultivated. An orchard two miles from

Richmond, Ind., of 1,000 trees, planted twenty feet apart, was,

six years after planting, composed of large trees and bore a

heavy crop. The cost of the orchard could not have been
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five hundred dollars, and that season, when I visited it, the

owner sold $5,000 worth of fruit from it, and had more to sell

—each tree l)earing two or three liushels, and the crop sell-

inof from two to three dollars ijer bushel. We do not want

to grow other crops in our (,)rcliards.

Bergen.—It is less injury to an orchard to grow buckwheat

in it, than it is to not cultivate it at all, or to cultivate it in

corn. Such a crop does mj trees more good than to let the

ground go bare and uncultivated.

The Vellows first made their appearance in Kings County,

LoTio- Island. My father told me he saw it when it first

appeared. Up to that time Kings County supplied Xew
York market with pcaclies, but they have not been profitable

there since. Peach culture was next introduced in Mon-

mouth, X. J., and the yellows got into the orchards there and

now it is unprofitable to grow them there. There is a district

south of Shrewsbury which is now being occupied by thou-

sands of acres. Trees live the longest planted on new land.

We can get from three to five crops from an orchard after the

vellowB first appear, before they appear again.

Moody.—Sowing buckwheat in a peach orchard is like sow-

ing a crop of weeds. And it is about the hardest weed to get

rid of there is. It is l)etter to cultivate the orchard well from

the start.

Mead.—It is a fact that crops of peaches are now grown

where the yellows first appeared.

Beeler.—I heard, during my trip, no complaint of curled

leaf; I believe it is peculiarly a Western institution.

Bergen.—I have had it ten years with me.

Beeler.— It is generally attributed to the cold weather.

In New Jersey they tell me that after an orcliard has been

" peached" it must lie twenty years before re-planting.

Edwards.—When we want to kill the worst grass we have

in the West—" crab-grass"—we put in buckwheat.

Dr. Trimble.—It is a universal thing in New Jersey to

cultivate the young orchards with buckwheat. The shrewd-

est cultivators practise it. I am satisfied that the curled leaf

is produced by an aphis. This aphis is very short lived. The
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egg is hatched as soon as it is laid. You often find the cast-

off skin of the aphis on the leaf. This practice of attribut-

ing all the ills which befall our trees, to the winter, is a cow-

ardly way of getting on with it. I say again, it is the aphis.

The Snow-ball bush has its leaves curled by the aphis. So do

other trees ; and I do not doubt as to its work on the peach.

Thomas.—I have made microscopic examinations of this

subject, with the aid of a good instrument, and with a great

deal of care. I am satisfied it is an internal fungus which

causes curled leaf. I have examined it through all the stages

of its growth, and am satisfied it is a fungus on the inside of

the leaf, just like the rust in wheat, though not so distinct.

The curled leafmay be avoided by good cultivation—by keep-

ing the shoots in rapid growth. It is usually found on old

trees that have been stunted, and follows cold weather. It

may be that the cold weather is an agent in developing the

fungus ; but the fungus is, without doubt, the cause of the

curled leaf.

Barry.—I am quite satisfied that the cause is due to sud-

den chaneces of weather. The curled leaf never occurs in

orchard houses. In the early history of this country we had

no curled leaf I lived here fifteen years without knowing of

a failure of the peach crop. But as our protection began to

disappear, curled leaf appeared. It is a fungus, but cold

causes the fungus.

Beeler.—I have seen the aphis on curled leaves, but think

it had chosen them as a place of refuge.

EASPBERRIES.
Philadelphia Itaspberry.

Parry.—It originated in the county of Philadelphia. It

is hardy—perfectly hardy—both in winter and summer. I

have it planted in all situations. Its crop is uniformly large.

I have never protected it. The cane is strong, upright,

smooth, purple in color. It propagates by sprouts from the

roots—does not sprout from the tips of canes. It bears its

fruit upright. It is productive—the second year after plant-
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ing yielding for me two hundred and twenty bushels per acre.

The fruit is large—not equal in flavor to some other varieties

—red—darker than the Red Antwerp—firm for carriage, and
sells well. It is larger than the Purple Cane, a firmer fruit,

but not so early. It is the only fruit we ever had that would
yield more per acre than the strawberry, with half the labor

attending its production. It is said that it was taken from

the woods in 1S3S, in Philadelphia county, now embraced in

the city of Philadelphia, by F. Dedaker, and planted in his

garden. It is rather slow to propagate.

Knox.—It seems to me a little strange that for twenty-six

vears such a ras})I)erry should be grown, and yet its merits not

have been discovered. I fancy I have had it manv vears.

There are better and larger berries. Where the Hornet,

Brinckle's Orange, and Franconia cannot be grown, it will do

to plant the Philadelphia.

Bergen.—When I first knew about raspberry culture, the

berry sent to N^ew York was the Purjile Cane— that alone.

Forty years ago a raspberry was gro^vn which answers the

description given of the Philadelphia. It propagated in the

same w^ay, exce])t it propagated readily from roots. This

superceded the Purple Cane for twenty years in the market.

But it finally went out of cultivation because it began to win-

ter-kill. It was known as the Red raspberry.

Prkie.—Who knows about Allen^s raspberry ^( It brought,

when first introduced into Philadelphia, eight cents per quart.

Knox.—I have three favorite varieties. I put Brinckle's

Orange down as best. Franconia, next, is a large, red rasp-

berry ; good flavor ; hard l)erry ; it canes well, and is profita-

ble. Third is the Improved American Black Cap. It grows

popular, and I find it is difficult to supply the market demand

for it. Next, I place the Hornet, Pilot, Imperial, Sonchetti,

and Jonet. The Hornet is the largest berry I know of, and

a beautiful fruit. It has nut so good flavor as some others.

Sonchetti is white, and has a fine flavor. Jonet is white, solid

and not so laro-e. All of these do well with me.
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STRAWBEREIE8.

Knox.—It is, or ought to be, M'ell known that varieties dete-

riorate; and their vahie depends upon locality and cultivation.

The Triomphe de Gaud is and has been my favorite straw-

berry. It is profitable as a market fruit. It does not yield

as great a number of bushels per acre as Willson's Albany,

but it affords me a greater profit. Willson's is an excellent

fruit for canning—-ought not to be planted for a table fruit.

In selecting varieties, we ought to seek to cover the season.

I cultivate the Baltimore Scarlet, Burr's Xew Pine, Jenny

Lind, and (lolden Seedling. The last named is excellent,

and has been too much overlooked. It is a Canadian berry.

I think it folly to cultivate hundreds of varieties. My aim is

to find M'hich are best adapted to my soil, location, the mar-

ket demand, and fill out the season. I should not like to be

without Burr's New Pine, Jenny Lind and Golden Seedling.

The last I regard best. The Fillmore has been strangely

overlooked. The Russell's Prolific is of great worth. Shall

plant it largely. Trollope's Victoria, Kitley's Goliah, Nimrod
and British Queen, I recommend as foreign varieties.

Itusseirs Prolific.

Hooker.—This is a productive berry ; large, handsome, of

good quality ; not very firm. For home use I think it of the

highest excellence. It has a pistillate flower, which is a draw-

back.

Parry.—It gives great satisfaction in ISTew Jersey, when
planted with staminate varieties. It is considered the best.

And that means a good deal with us. We sent six thousand

bushels of strawberries to market in ten days. It has com-

peted with other varieties on exhibition and in the market,

and succeeds in winning favor. Willson's Albany is used as

a fertilizer with it.

Parsons.—We like this fruit very much.

Bujfalo.

Ellwanger.—Is not tlie berry called the Buffalo identical

with the Russell's ?
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Hooker.— I do not think it is. Those who have seen them

toorether, think them distinct.

Barry.—Is not the foliage and habit very similar i

Bragdon.—There may he a similarity, but I think tlie form,

flavor and general character of" the fruit distinct from Rns-

Bell's Prolific. It has not so good a flavor, consulting my own
taste,—is not so sprightly and acid. Its fruit is more regular

and uniform than RusselFs, as I have seen the latter ; and the

flower is hermaphrodite.

Triomphe de Gaud.

Parsoxs.—Some people regard this as worthless as a mar-

ket berry.

IIarkens.—It is not found profitable in Northern Pennsyl-

vania.

Parry.—It does not succeed well with us.

Af/riculturist.

Mead.—-This is a great berry in its way. It grows to an

enormous size, and is enormously productive. It is a strong

grower. I have seen berries of this fruit between seven and

eight inches in circumference by measure. The productive-

ness of strawberries depends upon their habit of multiplying

crowns. This it possesses in a remarkal)le degree. Its color

is not the best, but good. The same may be said of its qual-

ity. But, on the whole, it is probably the most remarkable

strawberry ever raised. It throws entirely into the shade all

such plants as the Willson's Albany.

Bergex.—I have seen this plant and its fruit, and can only

confirm all that Mr. Mead has said of it.

CRANBERRY CULTURE.
Parry,—Cranberry culture is growing in importance. The

general result is, however, that it does not succeed on upland

as a cultivated crop. I have tried it several years. Low,

poorish land is the most favorable—land on which water once

stood and has been drained, and which can be flooded at will.

The object in selecting :ind preparing ground should be to

control moisture. The ground or bed should be nicely level,
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and the plants cultivated the first and second years, after

which thej will occupy the whole ground. They should be

iiooded in winter and the water left on the bed until all dan-

ger fronj spring frosts is over— the blossoming retarded.

When the vines can l)e so managed, cranberry culture is suc-

cessful and remunerative. On uplands they do not do well,

nor pay as well as strawberry culture.

Bateham.—I have known of a large number of experi-

ments in the cultivation of this fruit, on all sorts of soils, but

know of no successful results.

Trowbridge.—The most successful culture I have seen has

been on swamp bottom—the swamp simply burned over, M'ith

no other preparation. The vines grew enormously and bore

heavily. They had been planted four years, and kept clean.

They are Hooded in winter, water being kept on until the

15th of May. They are sometimes flooded in summer—dur-

ing drouth or to destroy worms. This is an important con-

sideration in the preparation of a yard. The varieties culti-

vated generally are the Large Cherry, Bugle and Bell. The

last named is the best variety.

Hovey.—On swamp lands, where they can be flooded, cran-

berry culture succeeds. They can be grown on uplands for

farm use, but not profitably for market. Flooding is neces-

sary for the reasons named—to retard blossoming and destroy

worms. And it is an exceedingly profitable crop. I know a

man who gets $1,000 per acre annually for his cranberry crop.

EIPENING AND KEEPING WINTEE PEAKS.

Dr. Beadle.—I have kept them—can keep winter pears

ten years ; but I never saw any of them good for anything.

Dr. Grant.—I have kept winter pears at a uniform tem-

perature. I never found winter pears as good as our autumn

varieties. The Easter Beurre keeps admirably. Prince's St.

Germain keeps best.

TnuRBER.—I do not believe any one who has kept Vicar

of Winkfield, as kept by Mr. Carpenter, would want any

better winter pear. It is as good a pear as a man who likes

a vinous pear would want to taste.
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Parsons.—The Yicar is so productive that it grows two or

three times the amount of fruit that should stay on the tree.

Tlie fruit should be thinned as soon as one can distinguish the

imperfect pears. Reduce the amount of fruit to one-half or

one-third. After the pears have reached two-thirds their size,

in September, and the season gets dry, pick off again, so as to

adapt the burden of fruit to the capacity of the tree. Leave

it on the tree until frost is close. Do not confine it in barrels.

Take them to a close, dark and tolerable cool room, and

cover a floor with them two feet deep. Store them as you do

potatoes. Leave ])aths between the piles of fruit, so as to get

among them and pick out the rotten ones. I keep the

Duchess about as long as I do the Vicar.

Mead.—Apples are frequently placed in heaps and sweated

and tlien wiped dry. It should be strongly condemned. A
good deal depends upon the room in which you kee]) fruit. I

have a room adapted to this purpose. It was not built to

keep fruit in. AVith the advantage of ventilation, it has low

equable temperature, and is dry. Some kinds of pears keep

as well as potatoes. Some pears keep better than others.

"We want to know how to keep our hest pears. We want, for

this purpose, a low temperature—five to ten degrees alio^e

the freezing point—dry, but not perfectly drv. There should

be the means for ventilating the room, to be used very care-

fully indeed—only to regulate the temperature. In effecting

changes, air must of course be put in motion, but cold cur-

rents of air upon the fruit must be avoided.

Tiiurber.—Every pear has a limit of time to Avliich it can

be kept. It has its season, and it should be eaten in that pea-

son. True, I have a friend Avho keeps the Duchess and

Bartlett to mid-winter, in a chamber surrounded by ice. But
it is not generally desirable to keep a fruit beyond its season.

Field.—I am satislied there are some localities where

winter pears can not be ripened. There is a difference in the

growing of winter pears. And some cultivators interfere

with the process of nature in ripening the pear. Some trees

have a delicate foliage, which drops prematurely, without

leaving the pear sufficient support. This delicacy of foliage is
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not always peculiar to a variety, but is due to locality and

climate. On sucli trees the fruit witliers or rots in spots with-

out ripening. We do not get good winter pears because we
can not ripen them good. I am compelled, in my location, to

abandon winter pears. I have never yet grown a winter pear

that was as good as a Newtown Pippin.

Barry.—You must first groxo a winter pear in order to

ripen it. The Yicar of Winkfield is an excellent pear. Wm.
Reid once declard it a humbug. But we thin our crops and

get good specimens. Mr. Reid tried thinning, experimented

two years before he ripened it ; but he did ripen it, and took

back all he had said against it. It is as easily grown as any

pear. Prince''s St Germain is also easily ripened. We pick

our winter pears, put them in barrels, keep cool and dry—out

of doors until there is danger of frost, then put in a barn

and finally in a cool cellar as the cold increases. We keep

Easter Beurre till May. We have convinced gentlemen of

the value of this pear for winter keeping and eating. True,

there are mauy poor pears grown on an Easter Beurre tree,

but we thin them, and watcli them and see that they groic.

They are worthy such care. The A^icar is not good on young

trees—the tree must have age. The Lawrence is a winter

pear here, and keeps until January. Ours were opened at

Christmas, and they were fine—yellow as gold and handsome.

The Winter Xelis keeps w^ith us till January, and frequently

until February. Leave it on the tree until late. Tliere is

a long catalogue of winter pears. We must not tolerate tli9

idea that winter pears can not be grown—can not be ripened.

They can be grown and ripened.

Field.—My statement is only of facts. I think winter

pears will be found to do better on stiff clays than on light

soils. Carpenter, at I^ew Rochelle, grows good pears and

keeps them well. I am on a sandy soil and cannot grow them.

I can grow Winter JSTelis, Jaminet, Yicar of Winkfield, and
Lawrence, and ripen them well ; but with me the three first

named are not winter pears.

Hovey.—Grow the pear well and there is no trouble in

preserving it to the limit of its season. To preserve such
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pears, put them in barrels and keep cool, just as you do winter

apples—in a temperature of 45° to 46°. In 1862 we had 30

barrels each of Vicar and Glout Morceau which were left out

doors as long as safe, then put in a packing shed, and then

in the cellar, and we found it impossible to ripen them until

February. Grow pears well, and ])ut up as you would good

winter apples, and they will keej) and ripen and give great

satisfaction.

Mead.—We ought to have two lists of winter pears—one

of those best for eating, and the other of those best for

cooking.

Nelson.—While I concede every thing my friends Barry

and HovEY have said to be true in their case, I think their

statements should be received with the same qualifications

with which we receive Mr. Field's statements. I must

insist that winter pears, for general cultivation, are a failure.

Thousands upon thousands c»f dollars have been expended,

and with good culture, l)Ut little satisfaction lias resulted to

cultivators. I liave some facilities for knowing. Of twenty

winter varieties which I have cultivated, I have not one that

I consider a good pear for the mass of the people. The

Easter Beurre ripens on one side. The sunny side ripens

best, but the other side I cannot ripen. In localities, and in

the hands of certain men, winter pears succeed, but I know

it to be a fact that they are generally a failure.

Field.—I do not like to hear ]\Ir. Nelson ])ut it quite so

strong. I think the future is more promising for the pear,

because the older the trees the better the fruit.

Barry.— I think very few winter pears have been planted,

comparatively, (^ur experience is, that very few Minter pear

trees have been sold. Mainly Autumn pears are sold. But

the demand for them is increasing, and I think will continue

to increase. When our winter pears are ripe, we take them

directly from the cellar to the table, keep them cool, and eat

them cool. We do not bring them into a warm room to

ripen them. As a general rule pears are not improved by

bringing them to a heated room.

Bergen.—I agree with Mr. Field, that in our locality few
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pears keep well. The Vicar, Lawrence and Winter Xelis it

is difficult to keep till Christmas. I have kept Easter Beurre

until March. The difficulty is to make them ripen at all

—

thej sometimes rot in the green state. When best grown

they ripen the easiest. I kept the Doyenne d' Alencon till

February, and it ripened good.

MuiR.—Mr. Pettingill, of Bunker Hill, 111., tells a story

of buying the Winter Xelis of a farmer who said he had fed

it to his hogs for thirty years. He bought the farmer's crop^

took them home, stored them in his cellar, piling potatoes

over them. AVhen ripened, he sent his farmer friend a half

dozen of them, and he soon came over to see Mr. P. and get

grafts of that variety/ of pears he had sent him.

Herendeen.—Winter pears are excellent for cooking pur-

poses—even if they do not ripen so as to be lit to eat other-

wise, they are valual)le for cooking.

Barry.—The Pound pear, St Germain, and the Catillac

cook nicely.

HooPEs.—The last named is a splendid pear for cooking.

Parsons.—We cook the Pound Pear.

Field.—Mr. Bergen's familly have cooked in thirty years.

Bergen.—^We cojk it and think highly of it. I sell it at

$2 per bushel in the market, for this purpose.

Field.—My friend Bergen is crazy in some respects. He
thinks the poorer the pear the better it is. The Windsor

Belle is the most profitable pear grown.

Hoopes.—We leave pears on the tree till late in the sea-

son, pick them and pack them in boxes, between thin layers

of straw. Keep them near the freezing point till time of

ripening, put them in the cellar and they ripen splendidly,

The difficulty of ripening is more in groivhig, than from any

other cause.

Bergen.— I do not agree with Mr. Field at all, notwith-

standing his strong assertion. I find the Pound Pear profit-

able, but regard the Bartlett as one of the most profitable of

those I cultivate. The Summer Belle is one of the most

profitable of our pears. If it is not put in a list for market

a mistake will be made.
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Barry.—In the Xew York market, large quantities of

pears are bought for cooking. The "Windsor is profitable to

grow to sell to the million who buy pears to cook rather than

eat. Money can be made out of it.

Bergen.—The Windsor Belle is a good eating pear. But
to ripen it. it must l)e picked early. It is a mistake—it is

not sold as a cooking pear in Boston and Xew York.

PEAR HEDGES.

Field.—I found the Duchess d'Angouleme capable of

growing close and bearing fruit—and there was, with me, a

necessity for so growing it. Accordingly, I planted it two
and two and a half feet apart, and four feet between the

rows. I feared they would get crowded, and I took up every

other row. They have grown to be a hedge and bear well.

I shear tlie sides and top. By this means I take oft' the

blossoming ends of the limbs, and they require little other

thinning. What I do thin is done late, taking out the stung

fruit, I get large fruit from these hedges—170 pears to the

barrel. It is true that unless you get large fruit is is not

good ; and the crop is better every year. Xot a plant in

those hedges have died—they have never overl)orne either.

You can, of you choose, tliin out the old and have new wood
all tlie time. I would plant the rows six feet apart instead

of four, or eight if I were going to plant again.

Thurber.—-I have also seen the Bartlett grown in the

same way, in hedges, and never saw liner fruit of this variety

than that grown in this manner.

Field.—I have Seckel growing in hedge too. I prune

early in spring, and pinch or prune to reduce leading shoots,

in July.

STRAWBERRIES RESUMED.

Knox.—-I do not wish to be understood that the Triomphe

de Gand cannot be surpassed ; I hope it will be. It cannot

be surpassed by Russell's Prolific in point of color, nor

flavor ; but I hope it may be as a berry for profit, I do not

know but it will be.
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I cannot understand why the FiUmore has been overlooked.

Perhaps there is a no more profitable variety grown on mv
place than this same Pillmore.

How do I plant ? I plant my strawberries in rows—three

rows eighteen inches apart, and then a space of two and a

half feet, and then three rows again, as before.

BATEnAM.—I have visited Mr. Knox's grounds. Mr.

Knox does not tell more than the truth concernina: the

results of his admirable system of cultivating strawberries

and other small fruits. The Cincinnati Horticultural Society

appointed a committee to visit Mr Knox's grounds and

report. We did visit them, and we never saw such fruit,

such perfect cultivation and such results as we saw there.

We first came upon his store in Pittsburgh, attracted to it by

a crowd about it, and were surprised at the perfect fruit we
found there, of such size that we supposed it had been assort-

ed for show. But some of the by-standers who heard our

remarks, advised us to go to the grounds and see for ourselves.

We did go. For one I can say that I went to visit Mr.

Knox's grounds prejudiced against him, I thought he had

made more noise in the world than it was necessary for a

modest man to make. But, Mr. President, we were convinc-

ed that the half had not been told us. The Triomphe's were

magnificent. But I put the Fillmore, as we found it there,

ahead, for its good shape, uniformity, productiveness, &c.

It deserves more attention.

BoET.-—The Triomphe was first introduced into our part

of the State by me. I have procured and fruited sixty

varieties of strawberries. The l)est three witli us are Burr's

Kew Pine, Willsons Albany, and Triomphe de Gaud, Three

years ago, the Willson's Albany was preferred. Last year

the Triomphe gained favor, and the past season it has stood

the drouth better, and borne a better crop than the Willson's

Albany. It will be the berry planted with us, hereafter.

Bergen.—Will Mr. Knox tell us more about his mode of

cultivating strawberries ?

Knox.—I plant my strawberries among my grapes ; I have

already given my mode of preparing the soil for grape plan-
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tations, so that I need not repeat it here. But if I prepare

the land for strawberries exchisivelj, good plowing—say

eight to ten inches deep—is good enough for strawberries.

The plants are put in rows, as I have before stated. All run

ners are T^ept off and the weeds are kept down. The whole

strength of the land and vine is devoted to producing fruit.

I manure some, bv putting rotted manure between the rows.

I protect tlie plants in winter in order to preserve the embryo

fruit. I use straw—flail-threshed rye straw is preferred—for

such protection. It operates both as a protection from frost

in winter, and to keep the fruit from the dirt in summer. It

also keeps the weeds down. I cleverly cover the vines with

the straw—try to do it just before a rain, to avoid its being

scattered by wind, though I have little trouble in that

respect. In the spring the straw is removed from off the

vines and left between the roM's. Do not use the lioe mucli

in cuhivation, nor the cultivator at all. The weeds are pull-

ed up by hand, and the runners pinched off.

Frenches Seedling.

Parry.—This fruit is large, early, good quality, very

attractive in appearance. The plant is vigorous, hardy

spreading rapidly on almost all kinds of soil. The blossoms

are hermaj)hrodite. It is an accidental strawberry found in

a meadovv', so that it is not entitled to t]ie name of seedling

at all. Its color is bright scarlet, attractive and goes into

market the very first and commands the highest price. It is

not quite s(j early as the Early Scarlet, but is close to it, and

nnich larger. It seems to combine the good qualities of the

Early Scarlet and Ilovey's Seedling, which were the prin-

cipal berries grown with us prior to this fi-uit attracting atten.

tion.

Meehax.—Erenclfs Strawberry, in Philadelphia, is as pop-

ular as any variety in market. The Triomphe and Willson's

Albany are also popular. The Hovey has almost disappear-

ed. The Lady's Finger is largely sold.

:\II S C E L L A N E U S REMARKS.
TnuRBER.—I wish to call attention to the Union—a New

Jersey strawberry—and ask for experience concerning it.
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Brill.—I have been prejudiced against it, under this

name, believing it to be Trollope's Victoria. 1 have not

fruited it. The parties sending it out as IJjiion believe it to

be distinct. I do not.

Thurber.—I do not believe it to be a new variety. I

have never seen a larger crop of fruit tlian on the Brooklyn

Scarlet. On Mr. Fuller's grounds it is a great success. It

is the only one of the "Tribune Strawberries" that amounts

to anything.

Barry.—We must wait to see these remakable varieties

reduced to ordinary cultivation and tested there, before we
can tell wliat they will amount to. Berries have been sold

at enormous prices because of a reputation made under the

most favorable circumstances—a rej)utation which they do

not sustain when ])ut in the hands of ordinary cultivators.

Kxox.—These remarks are very true and very important

One thing, I want it distinctly understood that there is no

Bartlett Strawberry. It and tlie Boston Pine are identical.

Brill.—I think these remarks well timed. I was surpris-

ed to see premiums given to a l)errv labelled Bartlett at the

American Agriculturist Office, when it is identical witli tlie

Boston Pine.

Field.—I was a meml)er of the connnittee making tlie

award referred to. The premium was awarded to the variety

having the best ilavor. Xo lal)els were on the fruit at the

time of making the examination. The decision of the Com-

mittee was made, and subsequently the fruit receiving the

award was hibelled "Bartlett" by some one to the committee

unknown. There was nothing surprising al)Out it, so far as

the committee was concerned. It only had to do with the

flavor.

The society voted to reject the name Bartlett as applied to

any Strawberry.

Barry.—I suspect the Buffalo and EusselFs Prolific to be

identical.

Brill.—I judged it to be similar to the Russell at first,

but as I got more fruit from it, I found a greater difference.
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«7«« Cunda.

Warder.—I want to hear something about this fniit

BatehxVM.—I saw it at Clevehmd. It was beautiful as

well as good. The gentleman who had it obtained it of Saul,

of Washington. JSTo foreign variety that I have seen equals

it, except the Triomphe. It appears to be identical with

Knox s "TOO".

Knox.—I want gentleman to understand that my "TOO"" is

not a name. All my strawberries are numbered, and recoi'd-

ed by that number. Some of them have no name when I

iret tliem. I erive them none, nor send them out under anv

name until I am sure what name belongs to them. I do not

know the name of the fruit numbered in my grounds "TOO."

I want to iind out what it is. If it has a name I want to know

it. If I am satisfied that it has none, and it continues to be

as <rood a fruit as it is now, I shall name it. But be assured,

gentlemen, it will never go from my grounds except it is

rightly named. It is a beauty, no matter what name it

bears.

Bateham.—-If gentlemen will examine Mi-. Knox's cata-

louge, they will find what he says is true.

Dr. Warder.—-I think Mr. Knox's "TOO'' and Ju Cunda

are identical, but am nut sure.

H O bC O M B BLACKBERRY.

HoADLEr.—It went through the winter with me much

better than the Xew Rochelle.
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CLOSING PEOCEEDIISrGS

INJURIOUS INSECTS.

Dr. Trimble, of Newark, N. Jersey, at the solicitation of

members of the Society, and by invitation of the President

made some remarks on insects injurious to plants.

Dr. Trimble said: I propose to speak of the Codling Moth.

I find many of the frnits on exhil)ition here penetrated by

this moth. The Curculio is the greatest enemy we have to

fruits. It attacks peaches, plums and apricots, apples, pears

and cherries. But this apple moth does not attack stone fruits

—only apples and pears. I had satisfied myself that all insects

attacking fruit are subject to our control, except this Codling

Moth. My observations and experiments the past season have

convinced ine that it too may be controlled. I first set out to

find how useful birds might be as aids in controlling this

moth. To this end I have been shooting and examining our

small song birds throughout the season—a horrible business,

but one which I trust will prove beneficial to us and thera_

I found by dissecting a Chickadee, five of the larvse of this

apple moth, at one time. Found them also in the Downy
Woodpecker—three at a time. The larvfe of this moth secrete

themselves in the crevices in the bark, and remain there

through the winter. And how" do you suppose these birds find

them? They do find them! They peck directly through the bark

upon them. You will find they always go right—for right

under the bark where these holes are made, are found evi-

dences of the larv?e having been there. How is it done? Who
directs these birds ? Is it instinct? It is the guiding hand of
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God Almighty. We can not understand it. Then these tM'O

birds wliich I have named aid us in controlling this insect

enemy of our fruit. They operate to remove the larvae and

destroy them before the spring time develops them into the

injurious insect.

Then comes the moth upon the fruit. You see here a spec-

imen of fruit in which this worm has done its work. This

Codling Moth is beautiful. It comes out a moth in June. [Dr.

T. exhibited paintings of it in the various stages of its devel-

opment.] Trees old enough to have scales on the bark—to

become shaggy barked—afford protection to the larvae. If

the trees are not old enough to afibrd this protection, they

crawl in the crevices between hoops of barrels, splin-

tered wood, fence rails, some place where they can make
their cocoons and spend the winter. It may be that they seek

these spots l)ecause instinct teaches them of the danger they

are in from birds. At any rate, it is in such places that we
iind them; and knowing this, I thought perhaps cloths hung

upon the trees would be attractive to them. In the crotch

of a tree an old boot-leg had been thrown, and in its folds I

found eight cocoons of this caterpillar. I have pursued these

experiments in various orchards, putting up various contri-

vances, such as coils of hay-rope, cloths, &c. On one tree

undeT one of these hay-ropes, which was wound two or three

times ar(jund the body of the tree, I found seven cocoons.

Only this simple protection is necessary to secure and destroy

all of these worms. Here is a piece of Chamois leather,

which was wrapped around a Bartlett ])ear tree. On the bark

of the tree, under the leather, I f )und lifteen of these Avorms.

And here is the leather, in which will be found many others.

It is thus we may hope to control them. One season's exper-

iments are not sufficient to decide the matter, but it is

settled that we may trap these enemies in this way. And it

is a significant fact, that outside of these traps, on trees where

I had placed them, I have found none of the cocoons nor

worms.

As regards the Curculio, I think, with the exception of the

cherry, the fruit falls to the ground with the larvae in it.
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And it lies there several days. Hence our domestic animals

—cows, hogs and chickens—may aid us in controlling this

insect. But the apple worm leaves the fruit before or as soon

as it falls, and you can not get at it, as at the Curculio.

Traps are necessary. These birds help you, but they can not

do the work alone. Try these traps, and save your fruit.

Half the apple crop is destroyed by the Codling Moth alone.

You may talk about apple lists, and pear lists, until we are

all crazy—we want to save the fruit after we get it!

Thomas.—How shall we treat large orchards containino;

a thousand trees or more 'i Will it l)e practicable to apply

this remedy on so large a scale?

Trimble.—Plow treat large orchards! How do you lind

time to cultivate trees? It is easy to grow trees, but of what

value are they after we get them if we do not save their

fruit? How long will it take to make hay-rope enough to

wind around the trees on an acre? Not long. Let us not cow-

ardly give up our fruit to these insects.

Thomas.—It is a practical answer to a practical question

which I wish to get at. A pound of hay would nuike

hay-rope enough to pass two or three times around eacli

tree. The little hand implement used for twisting hay-

rope would enable one to do the work rapidly. A ton of hay

would make rope enough for two thousand trees. This hay-

rope should be passed two or three times around each tree,

early in the season, and be examined once in two or three

weeks during tlie summer, and all the cocoons found dis-

troyed. The examination should also be continued through

autumn and winter. Tliis I understand to be tlie application

of the proposed remedy on a large scale.

Trimble.—I should think so. Speaking of the Curculio,

some Western man told me it did not come to perfection in the

apple. I have experimented to find out if this was true, and

from a bushel of apples last year I caught at least one thousand

Curculios. This year I only goteig ty from a bushel. The. fruit

seemed as badly stung, but the insect did not mature. There is

something in the weather which regulates the development of
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these insects—perhaps the drouth was the cause of the differ-

ence, but I don't know. Yet I think there is evidence that

in some places it is uterly destroyed in its transformations

by the drouth. At any rate, experiments prove that they

require a certain amount of moisture to insure perfect trans-

formation. Tlie year following severe drouths there will be

less curculios.

Carpenter.—I think this subject of insects an important

one, and that it should receive more attention. We—this

society—should give it more attention.

Barry.—I am gratified with Dr. Trimble's remarks. It

is an im})ortant subject. But the remark of the gentleman

that the list of apples is so long that it makes him crazy to

look at it, demands attention. He should remember that this

is a great country—that each State in the Union has local-

ities that require different varieties—that the varieties which

thrive best in one locality do not thrive at all in another in

the same State, So that no general list can be made.

TnoMAS.—The ol »ject of the society, in its desire to obtain

new fruits, is not to increase the catalogue, but to diminish

it. It is our aim to find fruits which combine the greatest

excellence. In proportion as we do so, we shall diminish the

numl>er on our lists.

THE LEAF-FOLDER OX THE (IRAPE.

Dr. B. F. Edwards, of St. Louis, Mo., read a letter he

had received from Joun H. Tice, a member of a committee

appointed by the Missouri State Horticultural Society, to

visit the vineyards of Missouri and Illinois. The reporter

makes the following extract from this letter, which relates to

the work of the Leaf Folder in the vineyards of the West

:

"We found tine vineyards about Muscoutah, Ills. * *

The Desmia Maculalis (leaf folder) has been fully as bad

there as with us. The Catawbas, Isabellas and Kebeccas

looked as if scorched by a tire, in consequence of their

depredations, I am afraid, from appearances, that this is

going to be the most formidable enemy that grape growers
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have vet enoountered. I observed there the same facts as I

told you I had observed in my own vmeyard, namely : all

varieties having a downy leaf, such as Catawbas, Isabellas,

Adirondac, &c., are those it particiilary aft'ects; while those

having a smooth thin leaf, like the Clinton, Herbemont, Tay-

lor, &c., are not touched by it. There are, however, some

exceptions. Where the leaf is so thick and stiif, as in the

Sage, Blood's Black, and the Fox varieties, as not to yield to

its folding operations, they are exempt. For this reason the

Concord is not so much affected, except in its younger leaves,

as other varieties witli a more pliable leaf. The reason why
it does not attack the tliin-leafed varieties, amongst which is

the Delaware, though a little affected, is that when it eats

the leaf there is nothing left to protect it, and it falls a prey

to spiders and the mud-wasp, whereas, in the downy leaved

varieties there is a covering left to protect it."

Letters were read from Yardi.ey Taylor, of Virginia,

Benjamin Hodge, of Buffalo, New York, Dr. Y. H. Siiroe-

DER, of Bloomfield, 111., Josnuv Pierce, of District of Co-

lumbia, and other absent members.

LOCATION OF NP]XT MEETING.

Invitations wei'e tendered the Society from St. Louis, Cin-

cinnati, Isew York and Indiana])oIis. After listening to the

claims of the advocates of different localities, the Society, by

unanimous vote, decided to hold its next biennial ineeting in

St Louis.

Win Muir, of Missouri, offered the following resolution,

which was adopted :

Reufdiji'd^ Tha' a coimnittce be appointed for the purpose of cor-

responding wit li State and District Horticultural Societies, to direct

their attention to the importance of showing that it is the direct

interest of, and a duty devolving upon every Railroad company, to

encourage the meetings and exhibitions of such Societies, by pass-

ing the members and delegates over their roads at half fare, for the

purpose of attending meetings for the promotion of these interests.

7
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THE WORK OF KINDRED SOCIETIES.

Dr. B. F. Edwards presented tlie Society with copies of

the Transactions of the Missouri and Illinois State Horticul-

tural Societies, and suggested that the different State organi-

zations be requested to forward copies of their transactions

to the Committee on the Revision of Fruit Lists, to aid the

said Committee in the discharge of its duties. The folh^wing

resohition was offered and adopted :

Resolved. In order that tliis Society may be enabled to compile a

catalouge ot" fruits for the whole country, it is requested that the

several State Pomolouical or Horticultural Societies compile lists

for their own States, after the model printed by ihis society in

1862, or as modified by the Ohio Poniolo<;ical Society, dividing the

states into several districts if thoutiht necessary—copies of such

catalogues to be furnished to the Secretary of this Society by the

time of its next meeting.

The ('ommittee to which was referred the preparation of

resolutions expressive of regard for the memory of members

deceased since its last session, offered the following:

Resolrcd. That the services to Pomology of our deceased friend,

William IIeid, of Ne^Y Jersey, deserve our warmest acknowledg-

ments; and although he has passed forever beyond the reach cf

praise or blame, and stands Avhere we soon must, in the dread pres-

ence of his Maker; yet our atfectii)ti ibr liis person, regard for his

character, and gratitude for his services, impel us still to cling to

his memory, and give utterance both to our grief and praise.

In social intercourse, kind and genial; in the search for truth,

earnest and indefatigable ; in the Science of Horticulture most

learned and skilful, he brought to our aid faculties of mind which

make his loss irreparable. His native caution preserved him from

expressions of judgment which might mislead, and his excellent

memory stored up for his own and our use the world of facts which,

to us, are forever lost ; and while we grieve for the loss of our

friend and brother, we are proud to recall his valuable services to

our great cause, and fondly place upon the records of this Society

this faint memorial of his life and character.
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Resolved, That the members of this Society desire also to pre-

serve green in their memories and affections, the name of Dr. John
A. Kennicott, of Illinois, whose character, in the love of Horti-

culture and of his fellows, combined to form a man whom we knew

not whether most to love or admire. And while his services to

Horticulture demand our most grateful testimonials to their value,

we can not withhold our expressions of esteem for him as a philan-

thropist, nor our affoctiou and grief for the loss of a friend.

Resolued, That, as side by side these two men, eminent for their

love of Nature and their knowledge of her mysteries, have parted

the veil which separates time from eternity, and now view the

sublimer mysteries of that life which has no grave, so we, side by side

engrave their names upon the tablets of our memories, and on the

records of our and their labors preserve for future generations of

Horticulturist, this testimony of our affection and respect.

Resolved^ That the name of W. D. Brinckle, of New Jersey,

deserves most grateful preservation in the hearts of all lovers of

Horticulture. Nether the labors and fatigue of the faithful prac-

tice of his profession, nor the sufferings of an enfeebled and dis-

eased body, could detract from his zeal- for the promotion of Hortieuh

tural knowledge. His value to our society can not be measured by

the results of his Horticultural experiments, nor the contributions

of his great store of knowledge to our discussions and reports ; but

to estimate our loss we must remember the mild and Christan tem-

per with which he reproved momentary unkinduess and restored

harmony to our delil)erations.

With Downing and Walker and Reid and Kennicott, we

place the name of Brinckle upon the roll of the benefactors of

his kind, confident that those who love virtue, usefulness and zeal

for science, will not willingly forget our deceased friend.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Tho.s. W. Field, I. D. G. Nelson,

Geo. Hoadley, Peter B. Mead,

The report was unanimously adopted.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX NEW NxlTIVE FRUITS.

Your comiiiittee hag leave to report, that they have o;iven

to New Fruits presented to tlieir consideration, all the time

and attention that circumstances woidd [)ermit ; and submit

the followinii' statement

:

P EACH ]-: 8 .

Seedlituj of flie End;/ ('raioford, by Dr. Ware Sylvester

—Represented to be later and sweeter ; which is found to

be the case. The stone is small, and the fruit is considered

an improvement.

A Seedling Velio lo F/'eextoiir Peaeh was presented by A.

G. Percy, of Xewark, X. J., which he repre^ients as a great

bearer. Xeither their quality, size, nor appearance make
them worthy of being named. If, however, possessed of the

hardiness and productiveness represented, it may be worthy

of further notice,

A P P L E S .

Edm. Willis, of Long Island, presented the Willis Sweet,

called also Pear-Tree Lot.—A large red, linedooking apple;

which has proved itself very valuable. This, tluuigh an old

variety, is of excellent quality and merits further propagation.

Doctor Howe, of Westchester County, N. Y.—An apple,

without name ; large, oblate, yellowish green, slightly blush-

ed, smooth. Recommended for cooking. Season, August

and September, Not first-rate.
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Lvpjpinoott Sweet, from William Parry, of ITew Jersey.

—

A winter-keeping apple. l^J'ot ripe.

Bachelor''s Blush.—Similar to 3£aiden^s Blush, but thought

to be of superior quality and of good appeai'ance. Said to

be a regular l)earer.

P. B. Mead—A handsome red apple, called Cheney, from

the name of the originator in South Mauchester, Conn.

Ripens September and October. This appears to be a good

fruit ; not fully ripe.

I'K ARS.

EdmoncVs Pear, from Elhvanger ct Barry.—]S^e>v ; ttrigi-

nated in Monroe Couuty, near Rochester; very hue-gi-aiued,

melting, and rich, with high flav^or.

Beurrc Sapelier.—A new Foreigner; hne-grained, melt-

ing, juicy ; medium size, and of great promise.

R A P !•: S .

Jana, from Dr. Grant.—This grape is attracting consid-

ei'able attention from its beauty, color, transparency and size.

It holds well to tlie bunch, requiring considerable effort to

remove it. The texture of the pulp is vei-y line, almost

tleshy, and the Havor is very sprightly and rich.

Muscat' Auttoncl, from Ellwanger & Barry.—A new Fc>r-

eign grape, of great beauty, and very high, I'icli flavo]-.

Johnsoir.'^ California.—A grape is exhibited under this

name by Mr. Hurst, of Alliany, X. Y. It was grown from

a cutting sent from California, and is evidently one of the

foreign grapes introduced into that country by the Spanish

missionaries.

A Seedling by Mr. J. Moore, of Rochester, IST. Y., reported

to be a hybrid between the Diana and the BlacJc Ilamhurgh,

is not yet ripe, but in bunch and berry it is large and hand-

some. It is not now in condition to test its qualities. The

foliage, as exhibited with the specimen, has a foreign aspect,

and the Committee is not satisfied as to its hardiness.

Charles Downing,

Chairma/n.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX NEW (IRAPEP.

Tlie VoiitwiUee o.i Graj)€S respectfulbj .submit the follow-

ing Rejport

:

Your Committee could not clearly understand the purpose

for wliicli tlie^y were appointed, a Committee having already

catalogued the grapes on exhibition. They, however, made

a cursory examination of the grapes on the table, especially

the Seedliugs. The Adirondac was presented at the last

meeting, and has already been reported upon.

Among those r.ot reported upon, the following may be

noticed : Tlie lona, from Dr. Grant, an excellent grape, ripen-

ing about the time of the Delaware. The Israella, ripening

it is supposed, before the Hartford ; sweet, tender and good.

A seedling from Mr. Bergen, said to be from the Traminer,

but there can be little doubt that it is from the Diana,—it is

very promising. Another seedling from Mr. Moore, a cross

betM^een the Diana and Black Hamburgh, presents some

interesting points, and should be sent to the Fruit Commit-

tee ripe. There were a number of other seedlings, but the

above would seem to be the only ones worthy to be noted.

We would not omit, however, to note a bunch of the

Teddo grape, presented by Mr. Saunders. It is not ripe,

but is sweet, and would seem to be a good grape. It should

receive further trial. It may prove to be of value for hy-

bridizing.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Peter B. Meao, ^

Chas. Downing,
j

Geo. M. Beeler, \ Committee.

J. S. Houghton,
j

B. F. Edwards, J
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX FRUITS ON EXHIBITION-

The committee appointed to examine the fruits on exhibi-

tion respectfully report, that they found on the tables:

From Ellwanger & Barky, Kochester, ]N^. Y., 155 varie-

ties of pears, and 30 varieties of plums.

From Frost & Co., Rochester, N. Y., 9 varieties Rogers

Hybrid, and 14 other sorts of grapes ; 8 varieties crab apples,

one seedling apple, and one seedling grape.

From Hooker, Farley & Co., Rochester, N. Y., 43 varie-

ties of pears.

From C. J. Ryan c^ Co., Rochester, X. Y., 10 varieties

pears, 48 varieties apples, 10 varieties grapes.

From C. W. Seel YE, Rochester, 32 varieties grapes.

From H. N. Langwortiiy, Greece, IST. Y., two varieties

grapes.

From H. E. Hooker A: Co., Rochester, 50 varieties pears,

8 of native grapes.

From J, Knox, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15 varieties grapes.

From Godfrey Zimmerman, Buffalo, JX. Y., 22 varieties

apples, 20 varieties pears, 5 varieties grapes.

From E. W. Sylvester, Lyons, N. Y., 2 varieties seedling

peaches, 3 varieties peaches, 2 varieties pears, 2 varieties

grapes.

From Geo. W. Campbell, Delaware, O., samples of Dela-

ware grapes.

From Bronson, Graves, & Selover, Geneva, iST. Y., 17

varieties apples, 47 varieties pears, 2 varieties })lums, 11 va-

rieties native grapes, 19 varieties foreign grapes.

From T. C. Maxwell, Geneva IX. Y., 13 varieties grapes.
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From J. M. Paul, Xortli Adams, Mass, 31 varieties of

apples.

From Storks & Harrison, Painesville, O., by M. B.

Bateham, -1 varieties grapes.

From L. B. Marshall, Massillon, O., -i varieties of apples.

From J. W. Manning, Reading Mass., 2 varieties grapes.

From John G. Bergen, Brooklyn X. Y., 8 varieties grapes.

From Daniel Harkens, Wilkesbarre, Pa., 3 var. grapes.

From Wm. Brocksbank, Hudson, X. Y., 18 varieties

grapes.

From Dr. C. W. Grant, Peekskiil, X. Y., samples of

lona and Israella grapes.

From Dr. J. Iv. Eshelman, Downington, Pa., 2 varieties

of apples and one of pears.

From Hovey & Co., Boston, Mass., 4 varieties of pears.

From S. Moore, Providence. P. I., 1 variety pear.

From J. AY. Bailey, Plattsburgli, X. Y., samples Adi-

rondac grape.

From Robert Douglas, Waukegan, 111., 23 varieties pears.

From Wm. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J., 6 varieties apples.

From Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, 1

sample of Yeddo grape.

From E. P. Taft, of Rhode Island, 3 varieties pears.

From C. B. Manchester, 1 variety peach.

From Mr. Boardman, Rnsliville, X. Y., 3 varieties grapes.

E. W. Herendeen, Chairman.

On motion of D. AY. Beadle, seconded by P. Barry, the

following resohition was ado]:)ted unanimously:

Resolvad^ Tliat the thanks of the Society be tendered to Dr.

Trimble, of New Jersey, for his very a'ole and interesting address

oil eutomohigy, and that he be requested to continue his investiga-

tions of the habits of those insects wliich are injurious to our

fruits, and report the results of his labors at the next meeting.

It was also resolvcid by unanimous vote, that the thanks of this

Society be tendered to the Fruit Growers' Society of Western New
York, and to the citizens of Rochester, for the ample provision

made for the accommodation of the American Pomologieal Society

and for their kind attentions which have made our sojourn in

this beautiful city so profitable and pleasant.

Adjourned sine die.
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REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON REVISION
OF CATALOGUE.

The undtT.sigiiecl, Committee appointed liy tlie American Foniologicil Society at

its eightli session, held in Pliiladelpliia in ]860, to revise its Catalogue of Fruits, res-

pectl'ully report, that immediately alter tlie adjournment of that session, they

addressed a circular to the various State and District Committees, requesting them

to prepare and foiward tlieir reports at as early a day as possible.

Fifteen State Committees responded, furnishing reports. Several promised re-

ports but -were unable to prepare them, owing to our national troubles. From tliese

reports, and otliers previously made to the Society, and published in its transaclions,

the Committee have compiled the annexed Catalogue, the plan of wjiicli is fully ex-

plained on page 3.

The columns represent 24 States, besides the Canadas. Several of the States are

divided into two or three districts, so that in all thei'e are 35 districts. Of thes(^ we

liad no reports fi-oni Canada East, Kansas, Minnesota, N"orthern Michigan, Xew
Hampshire, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Several of these States havi-, as yei, no

experience in fruit culture upon which to base reports, but we expect that all of

them will report progress at our next meeting.

The Committee are aware that this Catalogue contains errors and imperfections,

but through the united efforts of the Society and its Committees, these will grad-

ually be corrected, and it will become alike creditable to the Society and useful to

the country.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

P. Barry, "I

J. S. Cabot, I

J. A. Warder, I

Chas. Downing, '' Commitlee.

C. M. HOVEY,

Wm. Reid,

Marshall P. Wilder, Ex-Officio.

Note to Revised Edition op 18G5.—Very few reports were received at the

Session of 18G4. Those of Pennsylvania, New York, and Ohio were the principal.

The lists of Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri have been corrected by the aid of reports

made by the local societies of those states.

The lists of Canada West have also been corrected by the latest reports of the

Fruit Growers' Society of that district.

The Committee hope that a general response will be made by all State Commit-

tees and Societies, to the resolution adopted at the late Session, inviting reports in

1866, so that the Catalogue may be made as perfect, and hence useful, as possible.

P. Barry, Chairman.



PLATS^ OF THE CATALOGUE.

The ariangt'uient of tlie varieties is alphabetical, according to the nomenclature

adopted by the Society. Synonyms are given in a few instances only, where it

seemed necessary, and these are placed under the adopted name, in italics. The

tabular arrangement has been adopted to obviate the necessity of repeating the

names of varieties several times, as wo'ild he required if a separate Catalogue wei-e

made for several sections.

It has been decided by the Committee not to attempt, at this time, to give de-

scriptions of the fiuits recommended, but simply to indicate the season of maturity,

use, and a few other particulars of importance, wliich require but little space. In

regard to tiie season, itwill be observed, that instead of naming the month or months

in which fruits mature, the general terms Summer, Autumn and Winter have been

used; the peculiar arrangement of the Catalogue renders it impracticable to be more

exact in tiiis particular. For exam])le : the Early Harvest Apple is lepoited as suc-

ceeding in almost every Stale and Territory in the Union, in one locality ripcMiing in

May, and in another in July or even August, a difference of two months or more,

and yet in every locality it is strictly an carb/ smnmor apple.

The columns an' arra;)ge,l thus : tirst, tiie names of varieties; next, the season

use, tfec, and tlien tiie states or districts, the names of whicli stand at the head of

the columns.

The state or district in which any variety is recommended, is designated by a

star (*); and in cases where a variety is recommended as being of great superiority

and value in any locality, the indication is two stars, tlius (**).

It being necessaiy to carry the column arrangement across two pages, numbers

are used on the margin of each page, to prevent errors in following lines.

DIVISIOIsT FIRST.
Embracing those states nortii of the Southern line of Virginia, Tennessee, Mis-

souri, &c., and East of the Kocky Mountains, including tlie Canadas.





I.-APPLES.
ExPLAXATiOK OF COLUMN'S.—Tlie first colutnn on the right of the name gives

the season of tnaturity. The second, the particular uses for which tlie variety is best

adapted ; and the ren)ainder tlie districts in wlilch the varieties are recomtnended.

ExPLAXATioy OF Abbreviatioxs.—Seasons—S. sumrncr ; A. autuiun ; W. win-

ter ; E. early ; L. late. Those not designated as early or late of their season, may

be I'egarded as tnediuni.

Use.—K. designates varieties reconiniended only for kitchen purposes. C. those

specially for cider. Those not marked K. or C. may be regarded as dessert or table

sorts. M. designates those most valued for market.

* Star opposite a variety indicates that such a variety succeeds well in the dis-

trict named at tlie head of the column.

**" Two stars distinguish those most highly recommended.



VI.

NAME.

m

ijAlexander, E. A.
Mmperor Alexander.

2|American Suininer Pearmain, S.
American Summer.
Early Summer Pearmain.

3]Astrachan Red, E. S.

4'Ashniore, A.
5'Autumn Bough, A.

Late Bough.
Sweet Belljlovier.

6 Autumnal Swaar A.
7 Baldwin, W.

Steele's Red Winter

Bailey Sweet, E. W,
Mdgerhjs Su'cct.

Patterson s Sweet.

9' Baltimore Pippin, A.
10 Belmont, E. W,

Gate.

Waxen.
1

1

i

Rellefleur Yellow, W.
12 Benoni, S.

13 Ben Davis, L. W.
Kontiicky Strtak.

Carolina Red Streak

New York Fippin.

Red Pippin,
Victoria Red.

Carolina Red. 1

14 Beauty of Kent,
|
W.

15'Black' Oxford,. .1 W.
IG Black's Annette

I

S.

17 Blooming Orange, E. W.
18 lUue Pearmain, W.
19^Bohannan, S.

Buchnnan.
!

aO'Bowling's Sweet,
j
W.

aijBourassa, W.
22 Broad well, W.
23' Brooke's Pippin

I W.
24 Bullock's Pippin

,
W.

Ameriian Golden Russet.
j

Sheep's A^o.te.
1

25 Buckingham
! A.

26 Carolina Red June
I
E. S.

Red June. 1

27 Cannon Pearmain, L. W.
28 Carter of Virginia I W.
29 Cooper,

I
A.

Beauty Red.
Lady Wnshinr/ton.

30Cooper's Market,..' L. W.
Cooper'.f Ecdlino.

3llCogswell '.
' L. A.

^i
an -t^

^Six

c |5 =
O'Q

K.

K.M. ,^

M.

M.

M.

M.

*i *

M.

M.

M.



VII.
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VIII.

NAME.

32 Cole's Quince

33 Cornell's Fauc}',

CorneWs Favorite.

34 Cullasaija

35 Danver's Winter Sweet,

3ti Dominie
Wells.

37 Drap d'(3r

Early Suinmcr Pippin.

38 Dutch Mignoiine,

39 Duchess of Oldenburg,
Borovilsky.

Oarlowiuski.

40 Dyer, or Pouime Royal,

Fonline Water.

2'omp/iing.

Spice Apple.

Beard Burden.

41 Early Harvest
Yellow Harvest.

4"2 Early Pennock
43 Early Red-Streak,

44 Early Joe,

45 Early Strawberry,
American Red Jnneating.

46 Early Red Margaret,

Red Jnneatiiui.

Striped Juneating.

English Russet
Ponqhkecpsie Russet.

48Ewalt,....'
4!) Excel, ... .

50 Fallawater,
Fornwaldcr

.

Tulpchocken.

51 Fall Pippin,
Holland Pippin erroneous.

52 Fall Wine
Sharp's Spice, dec.

53 Fall Queen of Ky .,

Winter Queen.

Ladies' Favorite of Tcnn.

54 Fall Jennetting,

55 Fall Orange,
Holden Pippin.

56 Fameuse,
Pommc de Ncigc.

Snow Apple.

57 Fenner Sweet,

5? Fenley,
59 Fulton,

60 Garden Royal

A.
A.

L. W
W.
W.

E. A.

E. A.

E. S.

S.

s.

s.

s.

E. S.

L. W.

W.
W.
w.

L. A.

A.

L. A.

L. A.
A.

E. W

W.
S.

w.
A.

K. M.

M.

M.

K. M.

M.

K. M.

M.

K.

Hi O

-^ 'ji aio^
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NAME.

Gilpin,

Cart House.
Red Roma7ute of the West.

Little Roinanite.

Golden Russet of W. N". Y.,

Golden Russet, of Mass.,

Golden Sweeting,
Oranfjc Sweeting.

Trenton Early, of some West-
ern collections.

Gravenstein,

Green Cheese
Green Sweet,

Honey Greeiiimt.

Hawtliornden,
Hartford iSweeliii<;-,

Herefordshire Pearninin,

Roi/ui Pearinain.

Hewes' Virginia Crab,
High-top Sweeting,

Sweet June.

Smnmer Sweet.

Horse Apple
Slimmer Horse.

Hocking,
Holland Pippin,

Summer ]^ippin.

Pie Apple.

Holladay's Seedling
Holden Pi])])in (see Fall Orange),..
Hubhardston Nonsuch
Hurlbut....

Jersey Sweeting,
Jonathan,

King Philip.

Jefferis,

Jewett's Fine Red,
Nodhead.

Knowles' Early

Kane,
Cain.

Keswick Codlin
King of Tonij)kins Co
Large Yellow Eough,

Sweet Bough.
Swcel Harvest, d:e.

Lady Apple
Pomme d'Api.

Ladie.s' Sweeting,
Late Strawberry,

Autmnn Strawberry.

Limber Twig,
James River.

o
V2
<

02
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^



XII.

jl



XIII.
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XIV.

c
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XVI.

o



XVII.

i\





II.-PEARS.

The columns indicate—1st. The Season; 2d. Use; 3d. Stock; and the

remainder tlie districts in which the varieties are reconiiriended.

The abbreviations are-^

Seasox—S. Summer; A. Autumn; W. Winter; E. Early; L. Late.

XJsE—K. denotes those recommended oi\ly for kitchen purposes. M. those

most profitable for market.

Stock—Q. those which are known to succeed well on the Quince stock.



XX.
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XXI.

^

1
No.

1
Illinois.

North.

1
ll]in(us.

Central.

1

Illinois,

youth.

1
Iowa.

1

Kentucky.
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III.-CHEEEIES.
The columns explain—1st. The season of maturity ; 2d. The class to which

the variety belongs; and the remainder the districts in which the varieties

are recommended.

The abbreviations are

—

Season—E. Early, as Early Purple Guigne, Belle d'Orleans, Kentish, (fee,

which usually ripen at Rochester, lat. 43 deg., from the 10th to 20th of June,

according to the season. M. Medium season, those ripening between 20th of

June and 20th of July ; and L. Late, those ripening after that time.

Class—H. Hearts or tender-fleshed, sweet Cherries, such as Black Heart or

Gov. Wood. B. Bigarreau or firm-fleshed, sweet Cherries, like Grafiion, Na-
poleon, &c. D. Dukes, having more t)r less acidity, as May Duke. M. Mo-
rellos, having generally acid fruit iised chiefly for kitchen or confectionary

purposes.



XXVIII.
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XXIX.
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lY.-PEACHES.
The columns explain :

1st. The class, as Freestone or Clingstone, to T^hich the variety belongs.

2d. The color of the flesh.

3d. The season of maturity, as Early, Medium, or Late. Those designated

as Early ripen in lat. 43 deg., previous to or about Sept. 1st. Medium, those

ripening from 1st to 15th of Sept., and Late, those after that period. A few

of the very early and very late are so designated. The remaining columns

denote the districts in which the varieties are recommended.

Abbreviations

:

Class—F. Freestone ; C. Clingstone.

Flesh—W. White or pale-colored flesh ; Y. Yellow or yellowish flesh.

Season—E. Early ; V. E. Very Early ; M. Medium ; L. Late ; V. L. Very

Late.



XXXII.

XAME.

Barnard,.- F.
Early Bantanl.

\

YcUow Banuird.
2 Bai-rington,

,

3 Bellegardf , Y.

4 Berg-en's Yellosv, F.
5iCanibridire Belle ..; F.
e'Carpeiiters White,.

VJCole's Early Ked...
giColunibia,

17

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.
F.

F.

F
F.

F.

F.

Coolidge's Favorite,

Crawford's Early Melocotoii, ....

Crawford's Late Melocoton,

12 Druid Hill

13 Early Newingtoii Freestone, .

14' Kar!}' Slocuin

15 Early Tillotson,

16; Early York,
Serrate Early York.

Early Fnrplc.

Fay's Early Ann,
18 George tin; Fourth
19| Grand Admirable,
2(tlGrosse Mignonne,
21 !

Haines' Early Red,

22 Hales' Early (from Ohio),

23 Heath Cling, ;

Hill's Madeira,
Madeira Freestone.

Hyslop Cling
26|'Iacques

27iKeiirick's Heath
Heath Freestone.

28| La Grange,

29 Large Early York,
30 Large White Clingstone,

31iLate Red Rare-ripe,

32 Lemon Clingstone

33;Leopold Clingstone

34| Malta,

35;Molden's White,

36j Morris' White
37lNoblesse,

38l01d Mixon Free, ..

39{01d Mixon Cling,

40|Rodinan'8 Cling
Red Cling.

41 Royal George,

42 Scott's Xonpareil, I F.

43 Smock Freestone, F.

44 Snow, F.

^.

F.

C.

F.

F.

F.

C.

F.

C.

F.

F.

F.

F.

C.

F.
C.

W.
Y.
W.
W,
W.
Y.
W.
Y.
Y.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
Y.

W.
Y.
W\

W.
W.
W.
W.
Y.

M.
M.
M.
L.
E.

M.
E.

E.

L
L.

E.

E.

V. E.

V. E.

V. E.

E.

L
E.

E.

V. E.

L.

M.

V.L.
M.

V.L.

V.L.
E.

M.
M
L.

F.

F.

F.

F.

F.

C.

C.

W.
W\
W.
W.
W.
AV.

W.

W.
Y.
Y.
W.

M.
L.
M.
M.
L.

L
V.L.

E.

L.

L.

M.
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XXXIV.

NAME.

45 Stump tlie World,..

46 Stviilevaiit, of Oliio,.

Susquehanna,47

48 Tippecanoe Cling,

49 Troth's Early
50 V"an Zandt's Superb,.

51 Ward's Late Free,

52 W re,..

53 White Imperial,

54 Yellow Alberge,

551 Yellow Hare-ripe,

6



XXXV.



XXXVI.

YI -APEICOTS.
Explanation of columns and abbreviations same as Peaches and Nectarines.

c
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XXXVII.

VI.-APEIOOTS.
Explanation of columns and abbreviations same as Peaches and JS'eclarines.





VII.-PLUMS.
The columns indicate—1st. Color of Fruit; 2d. Wliether Freestone or Cling

;

3d. Uses to which best adapted : 4th. Season of maturity ; and the remainder

the districts in which the varieties are recommended.

The abbreviations are as follows :

CoLOK OF Fruit—D. Dark, including all red, purple, blue, and other dark

colored varieties; P. Pale, including the green, yellow, cfec.

Stone—F. Freestone ; C. Clingstone.

USKS—T. Table; K. Kitchen; D. Drying ; M. tliose most profitable for

market.

Season— E. Early ; M. Medium ; L. Late ; Y. E. Very Eaily ; V. L. Very
Late.

The divisions of .season for Peaches apply also to Plums.



XL.

12

NAME.

Bleek(3r's Ciage,

Brailshaw
Coe's G()]fleii Diop,
Columbia,
Dainsoii,

Voiinnini Damson.
B'ack J)aiHSOii..

Blue Damson.
Dnane's Purple,

J'ltfplr. .\r(igunm Bouiim, Am.
Early Favdrite (Rivers').

Felleiibcrii-

Italinti. Priiiic.

QiicUcJic (V Ihilic.

Prime d'ltaiic.

German Prune,
Qxdsche.

General Hand
Green Gmi:;^,

Rc'mc Claude

Goliath
CalcAon'uui..

Ne.darine, by error.

Hulinii^'s Superb,
Imperial (la^e

J'rin.cc'fi Imperial Gage.
Flu)iliing Gage.

Jefferson,

Lawrence's Favorite,

Litwrcnco's Gage.

Lombaiil,
Beehnan's Scarlet.

Bleeker's Scarlet.

McLauoJilin,
Monroe

Monroe Gage.

Orleans, Smith's,

Peach Plum
Prune d'Agen,

(I'Agcn.

Robe do Scrgeiit.

Purple (lage,

flelve Claude Violette.

Purple Favoiite

Reine Claude de Bavay,
Royale Hat i ve,

Royalc de Tours,

St. Catli;irine

St. Martin's Quetsche,

3 S ^ 1.2

III

M.

K.

D.

D.

P.

P.

D.

D.

D.
P.

D.

D.
P.

P.

F.

F.

F.

F.

M.

VE.
M.

M.

M.
E.

M.

M.
M.

M.

M.
M.

M.
E.

M.

M.

E.

L.

E.

E.

L.

V.L.



XLI.
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XLII



XLIII.



XLIV

IX-I^ATITE GRAPES.
The columns explain—1st. The season ; 2d. The color ; the remainder the dis-

tricts where the varieties are recommended.

Abbreviations.—Season : K. Early ; M. Medium ; L. Late. Colo?- : B. Black
;

R. Red ; W. White.

:n'ame.

Catawba
Clinton
Concord, . .

.

Crevellintc ,

Cuyahoga,.
Delaware,
Diana,

Elsiiitjbnrg,

Hartford Prolific,

Hybrid (Allen's)....

Isabella,

Logan,
Maxatawney,
Northern Muscadine,
Oporto
Rebecca,
To-Kalon,
Union Village

55

o

a:



XLV.

IX -NATIVE GEAPES.
The columns explain— 1st. The season ; 2d. Tlie color; the remainder the dis-

tricts wliere the varieties are recommended.

Abbreviatioxs.— Scasoii,: E. Early ; M. Medium ; L. Late. Color: B. Black

R. Red ; W. White.

c*



XLVI.

X.-FOEEIGK GRAPES.
As the Foreign Grapes are for cultivation under glass, they are not subject to those

variations induced by climate or soil, and therefore they may be regarded as equally

adapted to all localities. Very few of the local committees have made any report in

reference to these Grapes. The list below contains such as liave been already adopt-

ed by the Society, with a few others very generally esteemed.

Tlie columns explain—1st. Tlie coloi- of the fruit ; 2d. Flavor; 3d. Season of ma-

turity. In flavor the only distinction is between those that are simply sweet, as the

Chasselas or Hamburgs, and those having a distinct musky aroma, as the Muscats.

;5





XLVIII.

XI.-OURRAI^TS.

NAME.

o

Attrnctor, VVhite

Black Naples, Black.

Champagne, Flesh.

Cherry
Cuiiiinoii Black.

Ulark Eniiliali.

Fertile de Palluau, .

.

Fertile d' Angers
GoMilouiii Red
Gondiniiii White
Knitrht's Larire Red,-
La Versaillai^e

May's Victoria.- . . .

.

Prince Albert,

Red Dutch
Red Grape
Transparent White,..
VVhite Dutch
White Grape

Red.
Black.

Red.
Red.
Red.
White
Red.
Red.
Red.
Red.

Red.
Red.
White
VVhite

VVhite

XII.-GOOSET3ERRTES.

t^



XLIX.

XI.-OUKRANTS.



XIII.-RASPBEEEIES.

d

1

2
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LI.

XIII.-RASPBEREIES,
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LII.

XY.-STEAWBERRIES.
The columns indicate—1st. The Sex, «8 Hermaphrodite or Pistillate ; 2d. The

origin, American or Foreign ; and the remainder the districts in which the varieties

are recoriimended.

The abhroviat ions are : 8ex— P. Pistillate; all others are Herniaphrddile. ORIGIN

— A. Aineriean ; F. Forei<£n.

fe5



Lm.

XT-STEAWBERRIES.
The columns indicate—1st. The Sex, as Hermaphrodite or Pistillate: 2d. The

origin, American or Foreign ; and the remainder the districts in wliicli the varieties

are recotnineiided.

Tlie abbreviations are : Sex— P. Pistillate; all otliers are Hennaplirodite. Ori-

gin—A. American ; F. Foreign.

^



LIV.

TABLE OF MEAN TEMPERATURES.

State . Station.

British Aiiietica,,

^^;^m^ ,

!Ne\v Hampshire,

Vermont,

Massarhusetts, .

.

Rhode Island,

Cumiectictit,

New York

Peniisylvanin,.

New Jersey. ..

Maryland,

Virginia

Sontli Carolina.

Georeia

Missouri

Tennessee,

Kentucky, ...

Ohio,

Michigan

Wisconsin

St. John's
Halifax, ..

Montreal,

Toronto
Hath,

Portland
Concord,
Hanover
VVilliamstown
BurliiiLiliPu. ... .

.

Andover,
Salein
Boston,

Williamstown
Providence
Xewport,
New London, . .

.

Jamaica, L. I

Fort Hamilton, . ..

Albany,
Utica,'

Rochester
Fredonia
Pitlsbnrgh,

Lancaster
Pliiladeljjhi.i,

Lamherl ville,

Trentdii

Baltimore, ... . ..

Frederick,

Annapolis,
Charlottesville, ...

Richmond
WilliMmsburg
Camden
Charleston
Augusta
Athens,
Jefferson Barracks.

St. Louis,

Nashville
Memphis, —
Knoxville,

Louisville

Cincinnati,

Marietta • . •

Oberlin.

Detroit,

Battle Creek, .

Milwaukie

g

w



LV.

State.

Wisconsin,
Illinois,

Iowa, .

Kansas, .

.

Nebraska,,
Oregon,

California,

Stations.

Beloit,

Chicago,
Ottawa,
Fort Madison,
Muscatine,
Dubuque,
Fort Leavenworth,
Fort Kearney,
Fort Hall
Oregon City,

Astoria,

Sacramento,
San Francisco,

Los Angelos,

5
a,

a?

Deg,

45
44
50
53
46
50
53
46

a

m
Deg.

70
67
73
78

68
72
74
71

Deg.
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Apple, Ben Davis, 23
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Grapes, Adirondac, 34— 51

— Crevelling 36

— Union Village and Ontario, 38

— Rebecca, 40

— Maxatawney, 42

— lona, 43

— Israella, 44

— Diana, 44

— Diana Hamburg 45

— Rogers' Hybrids 45

— Isabella, 47—51

— To-Kalon, 48

— Lydia, 48

— Allen's Hybrid, 49

— Miles, , 50

— Cuyahoga, 50

— Ives' Madeira, 5tl

— Hartford Prolific, 51

^Concord, 52

Honey -Bee and the Grape, 58

Insects, Injurious, by Dr. Trimble - 93—96

Letter from President Wilder 15

Leaf-Folder on tlie Grape 96—97

Location of next meeting at St. Louis, 97

Members, list of Life 9

— list of Biennial 9

Officers, List of 5

Opening Proceedings 15

Pears, Doyenne du Cornice, 59

— Des Longres, 59

— Wilmington, 60

— Sheldon, 60

— Beurre Clairgeau, 61

— Beurre Langelier, 62

— Bonne d'Ezee, 63

— Doyenne d'Aleiicon, 63

— Columbia, ()3

— Queen of August, _ G4

— Stevens' Genesee, 64

— Andrews 64

— Beurre d'Aniaulis, 65

— Belle Lucrative, 65

— Bergen, 65

— Beurre Hardy, 65

— Flemish Beatity, ()6

— Beurre de Montgoron 66

— Jaminette 66

— Vicar of Winktield, 66



LIX.

Pears, Belle Williams, ^^

— Kingsessiiig,

Frederika Bremer, 68

— Manning's Elizabeth. ^^

— Kirtland, - .
.
68

68

— Oswego Beurr6 ""^

— Muskingum 1 -

— Marie Louise,.

Beurre Sapller,

69

69

69— Howell,

President Wilder, telegram of acceptance '^^

Pears, Winter, Ripening and Keeping, *^3 88

Pear Hedges, "^^

Peaches, Seedling, '^'

— Failure of Crop, Cansos,(fec., ;

70—71

— Hale's Early, ^1

— Culture of, in Delaware and New Jersey, 72—78

— Orchards, Buckwiieat in '
'
— '"

— Curled Leaf, 78—79

Report of Business Committee, 1"—19

— of Committee (m Credentials, 19—--O

— of Committee on Revision of Catalogue, 19

Raspberries, Philadelphia - 79

Rail Roads should encourage, &c., Horticultural Gatherings, 97

Report of Committee on Deceased Members, 98—99

— of Committee on New Native Fruits,. 100—101

— of Committee on Now Oriijies, 102

— of Conmiiiice on Fruits un txhibiiion, 103

Strawberries, Deterioration of 81

— Russell's Prolific, 81

— Buffalo, 81

— Triomphe de Gand, 82

— Agriculture, 82

— Mr. Knox's Culture,. 88—90
— Frencli's Seedling, 90

— Miscellaneous Remarks, 91

— Jucnnda 92

Treasurer's Report, 17—18
Transactions of Society, Vols, on hand, 18

Vineyards, Cultivation of 53
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